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What's New

This What's New is associated with the 2007-05-01 release of the Amazon Simple Queue Service. This
guide was last updated on 29 February 2008.

The following table describes the important changes since the last release of the Amazon Simple Queue
Service Developer Guide.

Change Description Release Date

Clarification Clarified what the ListQueues action returns if you're using both
the 2007-05-01 version of the WSDL and the 2008-01-01 version.
For more information, see ListQueues.

29 February
2008

Update Removed information about the StringToSignBytes element,
because SQS no longer includes it in the error response when
returning an AuthFailure error. We also added information about
the Amazon SQS scratchpad, which you can use to help
troubleshoot authentication issues with Query requests that use
signature version 1. We also updated the Java code snippet that
shows how to construct the string to sign for Query requests that
use signature version 1. For more information, see Query Request
Authentication.

29 February
2008

Error
Correction

Previously, the documentation incorrectly indicated that when you
specify a queue when using the REST API, you include the entire
queue URL. Instead, you omit the
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the front of the URL and
provide what's left. For more information, see About the Queue
URL.

3 January 2008

Error
Correction

Previously, the documentation incorrectly indicated that the error
AWS.SimpleQueueService.QueueNameExists would be
returned if you tried to create a new queue with the name of an
existing queue. Instead, this does not result in an error, and SQS
simply returns the queue URL for the existing queue. For the Query
and SOAP APIs, see CreateQueue. For the REST API, see POST
on QueueService.

3 January 2008

Enhancements Added a feedback link on each HTML page so that readers can 1 October
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Change Description Release Date

provide feedback about the documentation. 2007

Expansion of
Material

Added information about a new error called
AWS.SimpleQueueService.QueueDeletedRecently. For the Query
and SOAP APIs, see the list of errors in CreateQueue. For the
REST API, see the list of errors in POST on QueueService.

10 August
2007

Expansion of
Material

Added information about a new error called InvalidAttributeName.
See the list of errors in GetQueueAttributes and
SetQueueAttributes.

10 August
2007

Clarification Clarified the information about queue URLs. See About the Queue
URL.

10 August
2007

Error
Correction

Previously, the documentation incorrectly indicated that the error
NonEmptyQueue would be returned if you tried to delete a
non-empty queue (and didn't use the ForceDeletion parameter).
The correct error is AWS.SimpleQueueService.NonEmptyQueue
(HTTP Status 400). Also, the guide listed HTTP Status "4xx" for
several of the errors. Those have been updated to the correct values
(HTTP Status 400).

10 August
2007

New Feature You can now retrieve an approximate number of messages in a
queue. This is useful to determine the resources required to process
the messages in the queue. For more information, see Resources
Required to Process Messages. For Query and SOAP API
information, see the GetQueueAttributes action. This feature is
currently not supported for the REST API.

15 May 2007

New Feature You can now delete a queue even if it's not empty by providing a
new request parameter called ForceDeletion. For more
information, see the DeleteQueue action for Query and SOAP,
and see the DELETE on MessageQueue action for REST.

15 May 2007

New Feature You can now change the visibility timeout for an individual
message. For more information, see Visibility Timeout. For Query
and SOAP API information, see the new
ChangeMessageVisibility action. This feature is currently not
supported for the REST API.

15 May 2007

New Feature For the Query API, you can now send messages to a queue that are
up to 256 KB in size. See SendMessage for details.

15 May 2007

New Feature For the Query and SOAP APIs, SQS introduced the concept of
attributes for queues. This guide now includes topics for these new
Query and SOAP actions:

• SetQueueAttributes

• GetQueueAttributes

15 May 2007

Reorganization
of Material

We have combined the API information for the Query API and the
SOAP API because they are largely identical. See Query and
SOAP API Reference.

15 May 2007
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Change Description Release Date

Expansion of
Material

We have enhanced the introductory and conceptual information
about Amazon SQS. See Introduction to Amazon SQS and How
SQS Queues Work.

15 May 2007

Expansion of
Material

We have enhanced and clarified the information about access
control. See Access Control for Queues.

15 May 2007

Expansion of
Material

We have added information about creating requests for each of the
APIs. See About Requests and Responses.

15 May 2007

Reorganization
of Material

We have restructured and enhanced the information about
authentication. See Request Authentication.

15 May 2007

Expansion of
Material

We have enhanced the information about errors. See Common
Errors.

15 May 2007

Expansion of
Material

We have added a glossary. See Glossary. 15 May 2007
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Welcome

Topics

• Audience

• How This Guide Is Organized

• Related Resources

This is the Amazon Simple Queue Service Developer Guide. This section describes who should read this
guide, how the guide is organized, and other resources related to the Amazon Simple Queue Service
(Amazon SQS™).

The Amazon Simple Queue Service will occasionally be referred to within this guide as simply "SQS";
all copyrights and legal protections still apply.

Audience
This guide is intended for developers who are building distributed web-enabled applications. An
application could typically use Amazon SQS as a buffer to manage the flow of data from one application
component to another component at a different network location.

To use SQS, you must have an AWS account and be signed up to use SQS. See the Amazon Simple
Queue Service Getting Started Guide for information.

Required Knowledge and Skills

Use of this guide assumes you are familiar with the following:

• XML (See W3 Schools XML Tutorial)

• Basic understanding of web services (See W3 Schools Web Services Tutorial)

• A programming language for consuming a web service and any related tools

You should also have read the Amazon Simple Queue Service Getting Started Guide, which includes a
tutorial showing you how to set up the service and perform basic functions with a queue.
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How This Guide Is Organized
This guide is organized into several major sections described in the table below.

Information Relevant Sections

General information about Amazon
SQS • Introduction to Amazon SQS

Conceptual information about Amazon
SQS • How SQS Queues Work

• Properties of Distributed Queues

• Access Control for Queues

How to create requests, authenticate
requests, and understand responses • About Requests and Responses

API reference, including the WSDL
and schema locations, and the Query,
SOAP, and REST APIs

• API Reference

Glossary • Glossary

Typographic and symbol conventions • Document Conventions

Related Resources
The table below lists related resources that you'll find useful as you work with this service.

Resource Description

Amazon Simple Queue Service Getting
Started Guide

The Getting Started Guide provides a quick tutorial of the
service based on a simple use case. Examples and
instructions for Java, C#, and Perl are included.

Amazon Simple Queue Service Release
Notes

The Release Notes give a high-level overview of the current
release. They specifically note any new features, corrections,
and known issues.

AWS Developer Resource Center A central starting point to find documentation, code
samples, release notes, and other information to help you
build innovative applications with AWS.

Product information about Amazon
SQS

The primary web page for information about Amazon SQS.
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Resource Description

Discussion Forums A community-based forum for developers to discuss
technical questions related to Amazon Web Services.

E-mail address for questions related to
your AWS account:
<webservices@amazon.com>

This e-mail address is only for account questions. For
technical questions, use the Discussion Forums.

Conditions of Use Detailed information about the copyright and trademark
usage at Amazon.com.
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Introduction to Amazon SQS

Topics

• Overview of Amazon SQS

• Features

• Architectural Overview

This introduction to Amazon SQS is intended to give you a detailed summary of this web service. After
reading this section, you should have a good idea of what SQS offers and how it can fit in with your
business.

Overview of Amazon SQS
Amazon SQS is a distributed message queue system that provides a means for web service applications
to quickly and reliably queue messages generated by one component to be consumed by another
component. Using Amazon SQS, you can decouple the components of an application so they run
independently, with Amazon SQS easing message management between components. Any component
of a distributed application can store any type of data in a fail-safe queue. Any other component can then
later receive the data programmatically using the SQS API.

The queue acts as a buffer between the component producing and saving data, and the component
receiving the data for processing. This means the queue resolves issues that arise if the producer is
producing work faster than the consumer can process it, or if the producer or consumer are only
intermittently connected to the network.

SQS ensures delivery of each message at least once, and supports multiple readers and writers
interacting with the same queue. A single queue can be used simultaneously by many distributed
application components, with no need for those components to coordinate with each other to share the
queue.

Amazon SQS is engineered to always be available and deliver messages. One of the resulting tradeoffs
is that SQS does not guarantee first in, first out delivery of messages. For many distributed applications,
each message can stand on its own, and as long as all messages are delivered, the order is not important.
If your system requires that order be preserved, you can place sequencing information in each message
so you can reorder the messages when the queue returns them.
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Be sure to read Properties of Distributed Queues, which will help you understand how to design an
application that works correctly with Amazon SQS.

Features
Amazon SQS provides the following major features:

• Redundant infrastructure—Guarantees delivery of your messages at least once, highly concurrent
access to messages, and high availability for sending and retrieving messages.

• Management of multiple writers and readers—Multiple parts of your system can send or receive
messages at the same time. SQS locks a message while it is being processed, keeping other parts of
your system from processing the message simultaneously.

• Configurable settings per queue—All of your queues don't have to be exactly alike. For example,
one queue can be optimized for small messages and another for large messages.

• Large messages—Maximum message size of 256 KB. For even larger messages, you can store the
contents of the message using Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) and use Amazon SQS to
hold a pointer to the Amazon S3 object.

• Unlimited queues and messages—You can have as many queues and messages in the Amazon SQS
system as you want.

• Access control—You can control who can send messages to a queue, and who can receive messages
from a queue.

Architectural Overview
There are three main actors in the overall system:

• The components of your distributed system

• Queues

• Messages in the queues

In the diagram below, your system has several components that send messages to the queue and receive
messages from the queue. The diagram shows that a single queue, which has its messages (labeled A-E),
is redundantly saved across multiple SQS servers.
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How SQS Queues Work

Topics

• About SQS Queues

• Properties of Distributed Queues

• About the Queue URL

• Resources Required to Process Messages

• Visibility Timeout

• Message Lifecycle

This section describes Amazon SQS queues and messages, and how to use them.

About SQS Queues
You can have as many queues with as many messages as you like in the Amazon SQS system. A queue
can be empty if you haven't sent any messages to it or if you have deleted all the messages from it. You
can get a list of all your queues or a subset of your queues that share the same initial characters in their
names (for example, you could get a list of all your queues whose names start with "T3"). You can
delete a queue at any time, and the queue doesn't have to be empty for you to delete it. Queues have a
time limit: messages that have been in the queue for more than 15 days are deleted.

As the owner of a queue, you can grant permissions to other users to use the queue. For more
information, see Access Control for Queues.

The table below lists the API actions to use.

To do this... Use this action for Query or
SOAP

Use this action for REST

Create a queue CreateQueue POST on QueueService

List your queues ListQueues GET on QueueService

Delete a queue DeleteQueue DELETE on MessageQueue
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Properties of Distributed Queues
The following information can help you design your application to work with Amazon SQS correctly.

• Message order—SQS makes a best effort to preserve order in messages, but due to the distributed
nature of the queue, we cannot guarantee you will receive messages in the exact order you sent them.
If your system requires that order be preserved, we recommend you place sequencing information in
each message so you can reorder the messages upon receipt.

• At-least-once delivery—SQS stores copies of your messages on multiple servers for redundancy and
high availability. On rare occasions, one of the servers storing a copy of a message might be
unavailable when you receive or delete the message. If that occurs, the copy of the message will not
be deleted on that unavailable server, and you might get that message copy again when you receive
messages. Because of this, you must design your application to be idempotent (i.e., it must not be
adversely affected if it processes the same message more than once).

• Message sampling—When you retrieve messages from the queue, SQS samples a subset of the
servers (based on a weighted random distribution) and returns messages from just those servers. This
means that a particular receive request might not return all your messages. Or, if you have a small
number of messages in your queue (less than 1000), it means a particular request might not return any
of your messages, whereas a subsequent request will. If you keep retrieving from your queues, SQS
will sample all of the servers, and you will receive all of your messages.

The figure below shows messages being returned after one of your system components makes a
receive request. SQS samples several of the servers (in blue) and returns the messages from those
servers (Message A, C, D, and B). Message E is not returned to this particular request, but it would be
returned to a subsequent request.

About the Queue URL
AWS assigns each queue a unique identifier called a queue URL. When you create a queue, AWS
returns the queue URL to you. Whenever you want to perform an action on a queue, you provide its
queue URL. A queue's URL includes the name you specified when you created the queue (which must
be unique within the scope of all your queues). The queue URL also includes other components, which
are determined by AWS.

A queue URL for a queue named "queue2" looks similar to this:
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http://queue.amazonaws.com/A23E9WXPHGOG29/queue2

Important

In your system, always store the entire queue URL as it was returned to you by AWS when
you created the queue. Don't build the queue URL from its separate components each time
you need to specify the queue URL in a request because AWS could change the
components that make up the queue URL.

You can also get the queue URL for a queue by listing your queues. See ListQueues or GET on
QueueService.

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, you omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A23E9WXPHGOG29/queue2 in the preceding example). For an example, see the example
request in PUT on MessageQueue).

Resources Required to Process Messages
To help you estimate the amount of resources needed to process your queued messages, Amazon SQS
can provide you with an approximate number of messages in a queue.

Important

Because of the distributed architecture of SQS, we do not have an exact count of the
number of messages in a queue; the value we provide is our best guess. In most cases it
should be close to the actual number of messages in the queue, but you should not rely on
the count being precise.

The table below lists the API actions to use.

To do this... Use this action for Query
or SOAP

Use this action for REST

Get the approximate number of messages
in the queue

GetQueueAttributes Currently not supported.
Use the Query action.

Visibility Timeout
When a consuming component in your system receives and processes a message from the queue, the
message remains in the queue. To prevent other consuming components from receiving and processing
the same message, Amazon SQS blocks them with a visibility timeout. See the figure and discussion
below.
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Once a message is returned to a consuming component, it isn't available to other receive requests for the
duration of the visibility timeout period. Once the timeout period expires, the message returns to a
subsequent receive request unless you delete it from the queue first.

If a message should only be received once, you should delete it within the duration of the visibility
timeout.

Each queue starts with a default setting of 30 seconds for the visibility timeout. You can change that
setting for the entire queue. Typically, you'll set the visibility timeout to the average time it takes to
process and delete a message from the queue. When receiving messages, you can set a special visibility
timeout for the returned messages without changing the overall queue timeout.

If you want to receive a particular message regardless of its visibility timeout, you can peek in on the
message. Peeking does not affect the state of the visibility timeout for the message.

Extension of a Message's Visibility Timeout

When you receive a message from the queue, you might find the visibility timeout for the queue is
insufficient to fully process and delete that message. SQS allows you to extend the visibility timeout for
that particular message.

For example, let's say the timeout for the queue is 30 seconds, and you receive a message. Once you're
20 seconds into the timeout for that message, you extend it by 60 seconds (to do this, you call
ChangeMessageVisibility with VisibilityTimeout=60 seconds). At that moment, you then have 60
seconds for your timeout (not 10+60 = 70 seconds; the extension isn't additive).

The extension you request is not stored in memory for that message. If for some reason you don't delete
the message and the message is received again, the visibility timeout for the message the next time it's
received is the overall value for the queue and not the extended value you previously set.

Termination of a Message's Visibility Timeout

When you receive a message from the queue, you might find that you actually don't want to process and
delete that message. SQS allows you to terminate the visibility timeout for a specific message, which
immediately makes the message visible to other components in the system to process. To do this, you
call ChangeMessageVisibility with VisibilityTimeout=0 seconds.

Message Lock

If you request to change the visibility timeout for a message before the message has been received,
instead of changing the visibility timeout to your requested value, the message immediately becomes
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invisible (it is locked) for the duration of the timeout you've requested. No consuming components of
your system can receive the message during that period.

For example, if you call ChangeMessageVisibility with VisibilityTimeout = 3600 seconds, that
message will be hidden from consuming components of your system for one hour. However, once the
message lock expires and the message is received, the visibility timeout used for the message will be the
overall value assigned to the queue and not the 3600 seconds you previously set.

API Actions Related to Visibility Timeout

The table below lists the API actions discussed in this section.

To do this... Use this action for Query
or SOAP

Use this action for REST

Setting the visibility timeout for a queue SetQueueAttributes PUT on MessageQueue

Getting the visibility timeout for a queue GetQueueAttributes GET on MessageQueue

Peeking in on a message PeekMessage GET on Message

Extending or terminating a message's
visibility timeout, or locking a message

ChangeMessageVisibility Currently not supported.
Use the Query action.

Message Lifecycle
The diagram and steps below describe the the lifecycle of an Amazon SQS message, called Message A,
from creation to deletion. Assume that a queue already exists.
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Message Lifecycle

Component 1 sends Message A to a queue and the message is redundantly distributed
across the SQS servers.

When Component 2 is ready to process a message, it retrieves messages from the queue,
and Message A is returned. While Message A is being processed, it remains in the queue
and is not returned to subsequent receive requests for the duration of the visibility timeout
(see Visibility Timeout).

Component 2 deletes Message A from the queue to avoid the message being received and
processed again once the visibility timeout expires.

Note

SQS deletes messages that have been in a queue for more than 15 days.
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Access Control for Queues

If you're using Query or SOAP, you can use the Amazon SQS access control features to assign other
users permissions to a queue, a particular message, or multiple messages. The SQS access control
features are not available with the REST API.

The Query and SOAP APIs include three actions related to access control:

• AddGrant

• RemoveGrant

• ListGrants

Permission Types
A permission is the type of access you give to a grantee (the user receiving the permission). Amazon
SQS supports the types shown in the following table.

Permission Description

ReceiveMessage This grants permission to receive and delete messages in the queue.

SendMessage This grants permission to send messages to the queue.

FullControl This permission includes all possible actions you can perform on queues and
messages. When you create a queue, only you (as the queue owner) can
modify the access control permissions on the queue. You cannot transfer
ownership of a queue to another user. However, if you grant another user
FullControl permission to the queue, that user can perform all possible
actions on the queue and its messages, including setting access restrictions,
removing your access rights to the queue, and deleting the queue.

Caution

Be very careful when granting FullControl permission because the user will be able to
remove your rights to the queue or delete the queue.
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Grants for each of the different permission types are considered separate grants by SQS, even though
FullControl includes the access provided by the other two permission types. For example, it is
possible to grant both FullControl and SendMessage grants to a user, even though a FullControl
grant includes the access provided by SendMessage. If you list the grants for the user, both
FullControl and SendMessage grants are listed. Conversely, if a user has only FullControl, if you
request to list all SendMessage grants for the queue, the user's FullControl grant is not included in
the list, even though FullControl includes SendMessage.

This same concept applies when you remove a grant. If a user has only a FullControl grant,
requesting to remove a SendMessage grant does not leave the user with a ReceiveMessage grant.
Instead, the request does nothing, because the user did not previously possess an explicit SendMessage
grant.

If you want to remove FullControl and leave the user with the ReceiveMessage grant, first add the
ReceiveMessage grant, then remove the FullControl grant.

About Specifying Grantees
When you make an access control request, you must specify the grantee using one of the following
methods:

• With the customer's e-mail address

• With a canonical representation of the grantee

Using the Customer's E-Mail Address

With the e-mail method you specify AmazonCustomerByEmail as the value of the type attribute for
the Grantee element and provide the e-mail address the grantee uses to log in to the Amazon.com web
site. The required XML format is:

<Grantee xsi:type="AmazonCustomerByEmail">
<EmailAddress>chriscustomer@email.com</EmailAddress>

</Grantee>

Using a Canonical Representation

With the canonical method you specify CanonicalUser as the value of the type attribute for the
Grantee element and provide a canonical representation of the user. This canonical representation is
returned by a ListGrants request.

The canonical representation includes two parts:

• ID—A system-assigned string that uniquely identifies the user

• DisplayName—A human-readable string determined as described below

The required XML format is:

<Grantee xsi:type="CanonicalUser">
<ID>a9a7b886d6fd24a52fe8ca5bef65f89a64e0193f23000e241bf9b1c61be666e9</ID>
<DisplayName>customerNickname<DisplayName>

</Grantee>
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SQS determines the DisplayName value for a user as follows:

• If the user's Amazon.com account has a public nickname associated with it, that nickname is used.

• Otherwise, the first component of the user's e-mail address is used (the characters before the @
symbol).

The DisplayName value returned by SQS for a particular user is not unique and might change over
time. For example, if the user changes the e-mail address for the Amazon.com account or updates the
nickname, the change is reflected in subsequent ListGrants responses.
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About Requests and Responses

Topics

• Query Requests

• SOAP Requests

• REST Requests

• Request Authentication

• Responses

This section addresses how requests are made. After reading this section, you should be acquainted with
the basic differences between the interfaces, understand the components of a request, know how to
authenticate a request, and understand the content of responses.

Query Requests
Amazon SQS supports Query requests for calling service actions. Query requests are simple HTTP
requests, using the GET or POST method with query parameters in the URL. Query requests must
contain an Action parameter to indicate the action to be performed; otherwise, they are considered
REST requests. The response is an XML document that conforms to a schema. You might use Query
requests when a SOAP toolkit is not available for your platform, or when Query requests are easier to
make than a heavier SOAP equivalent.

Structure of a Query Request

SQS Query requests are URLs. The URL consists of

• Endpoint—The resource the request is acting on. For example, a queue, or a message in the queue.

• Action—The action you want to perform on the endpoint. For example, sending a message.

• Parameters—Any request parameters

The following is an example Query request to send a message to an SQS queue:

ht 
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tp://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1?Action=SendMessage&MessageBody
=Your%20Message%20Text&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE&Version=200
7-05-01&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z&Signature=lB/P67vCvGlDMBQ1dofZxg8E8SU=

Because the above format is hard to read, all Query examples in this guide are presented in the following
parsed format:

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=SendMessage
&MessageBody=Your%20Message%20Text
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=lB/P67vCvGlDMBQ1dofZxg8E8SU=

The first line represents the endpoint of the request. This is the resource the request acts on. The
example above acts on a queue (as opposed to an individual message in a queue), so the request's
endpoint is the queue's identifier, known as the queue URL. For more details about the queue URL, see
About the Queue URL.

After the endpoint is a question mark (?), which separates the endpoint from the parameters. Each
parameter is separated by an ampersand (&).

The Action parameter indicates the action to perform on the requested endpoint. The actions
correspond to Query API operations. The other parameters that are common to all Query requests are
listed in Common Request Parameters.

Important

Because Query requests are URLs, you must URL encode the parameter values. For
example, in the example request above, the value for the MessageBody parameter is
actually Your Message Text. However, spaces are not allowed in URLs, so each space
is URL encoded as "%20".

Related Topics

• Query Request Authentication

• Responses

SOAP Requests
Amazon SQS supports the SOAP message protocol for calling service actions over an HTTP
connection. The easiest way to use the SOAP interface with your application is to use a SOAP toolkit
appropriate for your programming platform. SOAP toolkits are available for most popular programming
languages and platforms.

The service's Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file describes the actions along with the
format and data types of the actions' requests and responses. Your SOAP toolkit interprets the WSDL
file to provide your application access to the actions. For most toolkits, your application calls a service
action using routines and classes provided or generated by the toolkit.

The API reference in this guide describes the request parameters for each action and their values. You
might find it useful to refer to the WSDL and schema files directly to see how the parameters appear in
the XML of the request generated by your toolkit, and to understand how your toolkit makes the actions
available to your application code.
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Structure of a SOAP Request

A SOAP request is an XML data structure that your SOAP toolkit generates and sends to the service. As
described by the service WSDL, the root element of this structure is named after the action. You include
the parameters for the request inside the root element, according to the SQS schema.

If you're using SOAP without WS-Security, you must also include the authentication information in the
AWSAccessKeyId, Timestamp, and Signature parameters inside the root element.

Important

Even though the SQS schema currently does not include these three parameters, if you
aren't using WS-Security for authentication, you must still place them inside the root
element of the request. If you're using a toolkit that generates stubs from the WSDL, the
code generated by the toolkit won't include the three parameters. You still have to insert
them into the root element.

For more information about these parameters, see Request Authentication and SOAP without
WS-Security.

Example SOAP Request

The following example shows the XML for a SOAP message that calls the CreateQueue action.
Although you probably won't build the SOAP message for a service request manually, it is useful to see
what your SOAP toolkit tries to produce when provided with the appropriate values. Many SOAP
toolkits require you to build a request data structure similar to the XML to make a request.

As described above, the CreateQueue element contains the parameters common to all requests, and a
Request element that contains the operation-specific QueueName parameter.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<soapenv:Envelope

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<soapenv:Body>
<CreateQueue xmlns="http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01">
<AWSAccessKeyId>0PAP1H1P8JJVZEXAMPLE</AWSAccessKeyId>
<Timestamp>2007-05-02T00:00:00.000Z</Timestamp>
<Signature>SZf1CHmQ/nrZbsrC13hCZS061yws</Signature>
<QueueName>MyQueue</QueueName>

</CreateQueue>
</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Related Topics

• SOAP Request Authentication

• Responses

REST Requests
Amazon SQS supports REST requests for calling service actions. REST requests are HTTP requests (see
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616.html to understand the parts of HTTP requests).
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Unlike SQS Query requests, REST requests don't have an Action parameter. Instead the action is
indicated by the HTTP method (GET, PUT, etc.) and the request's endpoint. The other parts of SQS
REST requests are discussed below.

The REST response is an XML document that conforms to a schema, which is discussed in WSDL and
Schema Location.

Important

The Amazon SQS REST API does not include support for access control. The Query and
SOAP APIs do.

Structure of a REST Request

The following list describes the main parts of an SQS REST request:

• HTTP method—This is the verb in the request (GET, PUT, DELETE, etc.)

• Endpoint—In HTTP requests, the endpoint is the resource you want to act on. The resource is
indicated by the combination of the host (contained in the request's Host header) and the URI. For
SQS, the host is always queue.amazonaws.com, so the URI itself is how you specify the particular
endpoint you want to act on. For SQS, you can act on the service itself, an SQS queue, or an SQS
message. These are represented by endpoints called Service, MessageQueue, and Message
respectively.

• Protocol version—HTTP requests include the HTTP protocol version after the URI. For example:
HTTP/1.1. See the examples below.

• Headers—HTTP requests include headers that contain basic information about the request. SQS
REST requests have required headers and optional headers, as described in Common REST Headers.
Headers use the format <header name>: <header value>. The requests below include the
required headers Host, Authorization, Date, Content-Type, and AWS-Version.

• Message body—HTTP requests can optionally contain information in the message body. For
example, when you make a request to send a message to a queue, you'll include the message content
in the request's message body.

• Parameters—HTTP requests can optionally contain parameters in the URI, sometimes referred to as
query parameters. These are name-value pairs separated from the endpoint by a question mark (?) and
separated from each other by ampersands (&). Some of the SQS actions require you to include
parameters in the URI. For example, in the example request below that sets the visibility timeout for a
queue, the request includes an Attribute parameter and a Value parameter. Because the parameters
appear in the URI, their values must be URL encoded.

Example REST Requests

The two examples below show you the different parts of SQS REST requests.

The first example acts on a MessageQueue endpoint generically identified here as QueueURL. For
information about what a real queue URL looks like, see About the Queue URL.

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, you must omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left. For
example, if the full queue URL is
http://queue.amazon.aws.com/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1, for a REST request you
provide only /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1. For an example, see the example request in
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PUT on MessageQueue).

The request sets the visibility timeout for the queue. Note that this action requires the use of query
parameters Attribute and Value.

PUT /QueueURL?Attribute=VisibilityTimeout&Value=60 HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2007 21:12:00 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01

The second example acts on a Message endpoint generically identified here as QueueURL/MessageID.
The request deletes the message from the queue. Note that this action doesn't require the use of any
query parameters.

DELETE /QueueURL/MessageId HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2007 21:12:00 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01

Related Topics

• REST Request Authentication

• Responses
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Request Authentication
Topics

• What Is Authentication?

• Your AWS Account

• Your AWS Credentials

• HMAC-SHA1 Signatures

• Query Request Authentication

• SOAP Request Authentication

• REST Request Authentication

This section explains how Amazon SQS authenticates your requests.

What Is Authentication?

Authentication is a process for identifying and verifying who is sending a request. The diagram below
shows a simplified version of an authentication process.

General Process of Authentication
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The sender obtains the necessary credential.

The sender sends a request with the credential to the recipient.

The recipient uses the credential to verify the sender truly sent the request.

If yes, the recipient processes the request. If no, the recipient rejects the request and
responds accordingly.

During authentication, Amazon Web Services (AWS) verifies both the identity of the sender and
whether the sender is registered to use services offered by AWS. If either test fails, the request is not
processed further.

For further discussion of authentication, see the techencylopedia.com entry for authentication. For
definitions of common industry terms related to authentication, see the RSA Laboratories Glossary.

The subsequent sections describe how SQS implements authentication to protect you and your
customers' data.

Your AWS Account

To access any web services offered by AWS, you must first create an AWS account at
http://aws.amazon.com. An AWS account is simply an Amazon.com account that is enabled to use AWS
products; you can use an existing Amazon.com account login and password when creating the AWS
account.

Alternately, you could create a new AWS-enabled Amazon.com account by using a new login and
password. The e-mail address you provide as the account login must be valid. You'll be asked to provide
a credit card or other payment method to cover the charges for any AWS products you use.

From your AWS account you can view your AWS account activity, view usage reports, and manage
your AWS account access identifiers.

Your AWS Credentials

When you create an AWS account, AWS assigns you a pair of related credentials:

• Access Key ID (a 20-character, alphanumeric sequence)

For example: 022QF06E7MXBSH9DHM02

• Secret Access Key (a 40-character sequence)

For example: kWcrlUX5JEDGM/LtmEENI/aVmYvHNif5zB+d9+ct

These are your AWS access key identifiers.

Caution

Your Secret Access Key is a secret and only you and AWS should know it. It is important
to keep it confidential to protect your account. Never include it in your requests to AWS,
and never e-mail it to anyone. Do not share it outside your organization, even if an inquiry
appears to come from AWS or Amazon.com. No one who legitimately represents Amazon
will ever ask you for your Secret Access Key.
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The Access Key ID is associated with your AWS account. You include it in AWS service requests to
identify yourself as the sender of the request.

The Access Key ID is not a secret, and anyone could use your Access Key ID in requests to AWS. To
provide proof that you truly are the sender of the request, you must also include a digital signature. For
all requests except those using SOAP with WS-Security, you calculate the signature using your Secret
Access Key. AWS uses the Access Key ID in the request to look up your Secret Access Key and then
calculates a digital signature with the key. If the signature AWS calculates matches the signature you
sent, the request is considered authentic. Otherwise, the request fails authentication and is not processed.

Viewing Your AWS Credentials

Your Access Key ID and Secret Access Key are displayed to you when you create your AWS account.
They are not e-mailed to you. If you need to see them again, you can view them at any time from your
AWS account.

To view your AWS access identifiers

1. Go to the Amazon Web Services web site at http://aws.amazon.com.

2. Point to Your Web Services Account to display a list of options.

3. Click View Access Key Identifiers and log in to your AWS account.

Your Access Key ID and Secret Access Key are displayed on the resulting AWS Access Identifiers
page.
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HMAC-SHA1 Signatures

When accessing Amazon SQS using Query, SOAP (without using WS-Security), or REST, you must
provide the following items so the request can be authenticated:

• AWSAccessKeyID—Your AWS account is identified by your Access Key ID, which AWS uses to
look up your Secret Access Key.

• Signature—Each request must contain a valid request signature, or the request is rejected. A request
signature is calculated using your Secret Access Key, which is a shared secret known only to you and
AWS.

• Date—Each request must contain the time stamp of the request. Depending on the API you're using
(Query, SOAP, or REST), you can provide an expiration date and time for the request instead of or in
addition to the time stamp. See the authentication topic for the particular API for details of what is
required and allowed for that API.

Below is the series of tasks required to authenticate requests to AWS. It is assumed you have already
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created an AWS account and received an Access Key ID and Secret Access Key.

You perform the first three tasks.

Process for Authentication: Tasks You Perform

Construct a request to AWS.

Calculate a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC-SHA1) signature using your
Secret Access Key (see http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2104.html for information about
HMAC)

Include the signature and your Access Key ID in the request, and then send the request to
AWS.

AWS performs the next three tasks.
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Process for Authentication: Tasks AWS Performs

AWS uses the Access Key ID to look up your Secret Access Key.

AWS generates a signature from the request data and the Secret Access Key using the
same algorithm you used to calculate the signature you sent in the request.

If the signature generated by AWS matches the one you sent in the request, the request is
considered authentic. If the comparison fails, the request is discarded, and AWS returns an
error response.

About the String to Sign

Each AWS request you send must include an HMAC-SHA1 request signature calculated with your
Secret Access Key (except for SOAP requests using WS-Security). The string you use to calculate the
signature (the string to sign) varies depending on the API you're using (Query, SOAP, or REST). The
details are covered in the following topics:

• Query Request Authentication

• SOAP without WS-Security

• REST Request Authentication
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Tip

If you're using the Query API, you can use the Amazon SQS scratchpad to help you
troubleshoot authentication issues. The scratchpad is a simple HTML and JavaScript
application that allows you to explore the 2008-01-01 Amazon SQS API without writing
any code. The tool constructs a Query request and shows the string to sign and the final
signature (using signature version 1) that you would include in the request. To download
the scratchpad, go to
http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/entry.jspa?externalID=1254&categoryID=30.

About the Time Stamp

The time stamp (or expiration time) you use in the request must be a dateTime object
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#dateTime). Although it is not required, we recommend you
provide the time stamp in the Coordinated Universal Time (Greenwich Mean Time) time zone. For
example: 2007-01-31T23:59:59.183Z.

If you specify a time stamp (instead of an expiration time), the request automatically expires 15 minutes
after the time stamp (in other words, AWS does not process a request if the request time stamp is more
than 15 minutes earlier than the current time on AWS servers). Make sure your server's time is set
correctly.

Important

If you are using .NET you must not send overly specific time stamps, due to different
interpretations of how extra time precision should be dropped. To avoid overly specific
time stamps, manually construct dateTime objects with no more than millisecond
precision.

Java Sample Code for Base64 Encoding

HMAC-SHA1 request signatures must be base64 encoded. The following Java sample code shows how
to perform base64 encoding.

package amazon.webservices.common;
/**
* This class defines common routines for encoding * data in AWS Platform re 
quests.
*/
public class Encoding {
/**
* Performs base64-encoding of input bytes.
*
* @param rawData * Array of bytes to be encoded.
* @return * The base64 encoded string representation of rawData.
*/
public static String EncodeBase64(byte[] rawData) {
return Base64.encodeBytes(rawData);
}
}

Java Sample Code for Calculating HMAC-SHA1 Signatures

The following Java code sample shows how to calculate an HMAC request signature.

package amazon.webservices.common;
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import java.security.SignatureException;
import javax.crypto.Mac;
import javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec;

/**
* This class defines common routines for generating
* authentication signatures for AWS Platform requests.
*/
public class Signature {
private static final String HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM = "HmacSHA1";

/**
* Computes RFC 2104-compliant HMAC signature.
* * @param data
* The data to be signed.
* @param key
* The signing key.
* @return
* The Base64-encoded RFC 2104-compliant HMAC signature.
* @throws
* java.security.SignatureException when signature generation fails
*/
public static String calculateRFC2104HMAC(String data, String key)
throws java.security.SignatureException
{
String result;
try {

// get an hmac_sha1 key from the raw key bytes
SecretKeySpec signingKey = new SecretKeySpec(key.getBytes(),
HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM);

// get an hmac_sha1 Mac instance and initialize with the signing key
Mac mac = Mac.getInstance(HMAC_SHA1_ALGORITHM);
mac.init(signingKey);

// compute the hmac on input data bytes
byte[] rawHmac = mac.doFinal(data.getBytes());

// base64-encode the hmac
result = Encoding.EncodeBase64(rawHmac);

} catch (Exception e) {
throw new SignatureException("Failed to generate HMAC : " + e.getMessage());
}
return result;
}
}

Query Request Authentication

Every Query request requires an HMAC-SHA1 signature. The signature is used as the value for the
Signature parameter in the URL being constructed. The string you use to compute the HMAC
signature is constructed using one of two methods described below.

Important

For both signature methods, do not URL encode the concatenated string before computing
the signature. URL encode the computed signature and other query parameters as specified
in RFC1738, section 2.2. In addition, make sure to encode the + character although it is not
required by RFC1738. This is required because the + character is interpreted as a blank
space by Sun Java classes that perform URL decoding.
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Signature Version 1

Signature version 1 is the recommended and more secure method of signing requests. This version
catches spoofing of any of the request parameters.

To calculate a signature (version 1)

1. Create the string you'll use when generating the signature:

a. Sort all request parameters alphabetically, ignoring case.

Include SignatureVersion in the list but not Signature. Do not list as "empty" any
optional parameters that are not included in the request. In other words, if no value for
ParameterA is specified in the request, do not include a ParameterA entry in this sorted list.

b. Form a string by concatenating each request parameter's name with its value.

The format of the string is:

Param-
name1Param-value1Param-name2Param-value2...Param-nameNParam-valueN

The parameter names are case sensitive. Do not include any separators in this string, such as
question marks (?), ampersands (&), or equals signs (=). Do not URL encode the parameter
values.

For example, given the following request:

?Action=CreateQueue
&QueueName=queue2
&AWSAccessKeyId=0A8BDF2G9KCB3ZNKFA82
&SignatureVersion=1
&Expires=2007-01-12T12:00:00Z
&Version=2006-04-01

This is the string to be signed:

ActionCreateQueueAWSAccessKey 
Id0A8BDF2G9KCB3ZNKFA82Expires2007-01-12T12:00:00ZQueueNamequeue2Signat
ureVersion1Version2006-04-01

2. Calculate an RFC 2104-compliant HMAC-SHA1 signature, using your Secret Access Key as the
key and the string you just created.

For more information, see http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2104.html.

3. Convert the resulting value to base64.

For the string above, assuming the secret access key is fake-secret-key, this is the base64
encoded value:

wlv84EOcHQk800Yq6QHgX4AdJfk=

4. URL encode the resulting value as specified in RFC 1738, section 2.2.

This is required because base64 encoding can result in characters that are not legal in a URL, such
as plus signs (+), slashes (/), and equals signs (=).
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For the signature above, this is the URL encoded value:

wlv84EOcHQk800Yq6QHgX4AdJfk%3D

5. Pass this final value in the Signature request parameter.

Tip

If you're using the Query API and signature version 1, you can use the Amazon SQS
scratchpad to help you troubleshoot authentication issues. The scratchpad is a simple
HTML and JavaScript application that allows you to explore the 2008-01-01 Amazon SQS
API without writing any code. The tool constructs a Query request and shows the string to
sign and the final signature that you would include in the request. To download the
scratchpad, go to
http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/entry.jspa?externalID=1254&categoryID=30.

The following is a Java code snippet that shows how to construct the string.

/*
* Assumes parameters are in a java.util.Map named paramMap
* where the key is the parameter name.
*/
Set<String> sortedKeys = new TreeSet<String>(String.CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER);
sortedKeys.addAll(paramMap.keySet());

// Don't include Signature in the string to sign.
sortedKeys.remove(“Signature”);

StringBuilder stringBuilder = new StringBuilder();
for(String key : sortedKeys) {

stringBuilder.append(key);
stringBuilder.append(paramMap.get(key));
}

System.out.println("String to sign : " + stringBuilder.toString());

Signature Version 0

Signature Version 0 is a less secure, but simpler method to sign requests. The SignatureVersion
query parameter is not necessary when using this version.

To calculate a signature (version 0)

1. Concatenate the values of the Action and Timestamp request parameters, in that order.

You can use the Expires parameter instead of Timestamp.

2. Calculate an RFC 2104-compliant HMAC-SHA1 signature, using your Secret Access Key as the
key.

For more information, see http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2104.html.

3. Convert the resulting value to base64.

4. URL encode the resulting value as specified in RFC 1738, section 2.2

This is required because base64 encoding can result in characters that are not legal in a URL, such
as plus signs (+), slashes (/), and equal signs (=).
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5. Pass the final value in the Signature request parameter.

SOAP Request Authentication

You can authenticate SOAP requests in one of two ways:

• With WS-Security version 1.0

• Without WS-Security

WS-Security is the more secure method. The main factor affecting whether you choose to use
WS-Security is whether your current SOAP toolkit supports WS-Security.

Requirements

If you are using WS-Security, you must use an X.509 certificate for authentication (Amazon Web
Services can provide you with a certificate if you do not have one).

If you aren't using WS-Security, you must use SOAP 1.1; SOAP 1.2 is not supported.

Further Instructions

• SOAP with WS-Security

• SOAP without WS-Security

SOAP with WS-Security

WS-Security, which is officially called Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security, is an open
standard published by OASIS that defines mechanisms for signing and encrypting SOAP messages.
Amazon SQS supports version 1.0 of the WS-Security specification. For more information and a link to
the WS-Security 1.0 specification, see the OASIS-Open web site for WS-Security.

Tip

The easiest way to comply with the WS-Security requirements is to use a SOAP toolkit
that supports WS-Security 1.0 and X.509 certificates. If you know your current SOAP
toolkit doesn't support WS-Security, we recommend you pursue the non-WS-Security
method described in SOAP without WS-Security.

X.509 Certificates

When using SOAP with WS-Security, you must use an X.509 certificate (as opposed to your AWS
Secret Access Key) to sign the SOAP requests. An X.509 certificate is a security token designed to carry
a public key and bind that key to an identity. X.509 certificates are used in a public key infrastructure
(PKI), which is a framework for allowing trusted third parties to vouch for a party's identity. PKIs are
commonly used in situations that require authentication. For more information about PKIs and X.509
certificates, see the techencyclopedia.com entries for digital certificate and PKI.

Note
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AWS does not implement a full public key infrastructure. The certificate information is
used only to authenticate requests to AWS. AWS uses X.509 certificates only as carriers
for public keys and does not trust or use in any way any identity binding that might be
included in an X.509 certificate.

The WS-Security 1.0 specification requires you to sign the SOAP message with the private key
associated with the X.509 certificate and include the X.509 certificate in the SOAP message header.
Specifically, you must represent the X.509 certificate as a BinarySecurityToken as described in the
WS-Security X.509 token profile (also available on the OASIS-Open web site).

You can use your own X.509 certificate or one generated by AWS. The procedures for uploading your
own certificate to AWS and obtaining an AWS-generated certificate are described below. To obtain an
X.509 certificate generated by an external certificate authority, follow the instructions provided by that
CA.

Using Your Own Certificate

If you have an X.509 certificate you want to use, you can upload the certificate to AWS (without the
private key value), which associates the certificate with your AWS account.

AWS accepts any syntactically and cryptographically valid X.509 certificate. Certificates can be
self-signed or signed by any key. The certificate must be in Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) format and
include a base64 encoded Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) certificate body.

Important

When you upload the certificate, AWS checks the certificate's contents to confirm that the
certificate has not expired. AWS doesn't check certificate revocation lists (CRLs) to
determine if the certificate has been revoked, nor does AWS validate the certificate with a
certificate authority (CA) or any trusted third parties.

To upload your own X.509 certificate

1. Go to the Amazon Web Services web site at http://aws.amazon.com.

2. Point to Your Web Services Account to display a list of options.

3. Click View Access Key Identifiers and log in to your AWS account.

The AWS Access Key Identifiers page is displayed.

4. Scroll down to the X.509 Certificate area of the page and click Upload.
5. Follow the instructions on the subsequent pages to upload your certificate.

Using a Certificate Generated by AWS

If you don't already have an X.509 certificate, or if you want a new certificate to use with AWS, you can
have AWS generate one and automatically associate it with your AWS account. Certificates generated
by AWS are self-signed certificates with no expiration time.

To have AWS create an X.509 certificate for you
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1. Go to the Amazon Web Services web site at http://aws.amazon.com.

2. Point to Your Web Services Account to display a list of options.

3. Click View Access Key Identifiers and log in to your AWS account.

The AWS Access Key Identifiers page is displayed.

4. Scroll down to the X.509 Certificate area of the page and click Create New.

The Create a New Certificate page is displayed.

5. Read the information on the page and click Yes to create your certificate.

The Create Success page is displayed.

6. Download your private key file and X.509 certificate file.

What Needs to Be Signed

Each SOAP request must be signed with the private key associated with the X.509 certificate. You
create the signature from several parts of the request itself. The parts you use vary depending on whether
you're using HTTP or HTTPS to send the request:

• HTTP—Sign the Timestamp element and the Body element. If you're using WS-Addressing, we
recommend you also sign the Action and To header elements.

• HTTPS—Sign the Timestamp element, and if you're using WS-Addressing, we recommend you also
sign the Action header element. Alternately, you can instead sign Timestamp, Body, the Action
header element, and the To header element.

Message Expiration

AWS requires request messages to expire so they can't be used in malicious replay attacks. The best
practice for specifying the expiration of SOAP/WS-Security requests is to include a Timestamp element
with an Expires child element. In this case, the message expires at the time established in the Expires
element.

If no Timestamp element is present in the request, the request is rejected as invalid. If you include a
Timestamp element with a Created child element but no Expires child element, the message expires
15 minutes after the value of the Created element.

Example Request to Use When Troubleshooting

The example below shows the initial portion of a SOAP request that uses WS-Security with an X.509
certificate. If you're using a SOAP toolkit that supports WS-Security and X.509 certificates, the toolkit
constructs the request automatically for you, so you don't have to create a request like this yourself. The
example is included here as a reference to use if you're troubleshooting authentication issues with your
SOAP requests. Several requirements are listed below the example; the numbers highlight where in the
example the requirements are satisfied.

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xm 
lns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header>

<wsse:Security xm 
lns:wsse="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-
secext-1.0.xsd">

<wsse:BinarySecurityToken
xm 

lns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-u
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tility-1.0.xsd"
Encoding 

Type="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-soap-message-se
curity-1.0#Base64Binary"

ValueType="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-x509-token
-profile-1.0#X509v3"

wsu:Id="CertId-1064304">
[Your base64 encoded X.509 certificate…]

</wsse:BinarySecurityToken>

<ds:Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">
<ds:SignedInfo>
<ds:CanonicalizationMethod ht 

tp://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"></ds:CanonicalizationMethod>
<ds:SignatureMethod Al 

gorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1"></ds:SignatureMethod>

<ds:Reference URI="#id-17984263">
<ds:Transforms>

<ds:Transform Al 

gorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"></ds:Transform>
</ds:Transforms>
<ds:DigestMethod Al 

gorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1"></ds:DigestMethod>
<ds:DigestValue>0pjZ1+TvgPf6uG7o+Yp3l2YdGZ4=</ds:DigestValue>

</ds:Reference>

<ds:Reference URI="#id-15778003">
<ds:Transforms>

<ds:Transform Al 

gorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"></ds:Transform>
</ds:Transforms>
<ds:DigestMethod Al 

gorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1"></ds:DigestMethod>
<ds:DigestValue>HhRbxBBmc2OO348f8nLNZyo4AOM=</ds:DigestValue>

</ds:Reference>

</ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:SignatureValue>bmVx24Qom4kd9QQtclxWIlgLk4QsQBPaKESi79x479xgbO9PEStXMiHZuB
Ai9luuKdNTcfQ8UE/d

jjHKZKEQR 
COlLVy0Dn5ZL1RlMHsv+OzJzzvIJFTq3LQKNrzJzsNe</ds:SignatureValue>

<ds:KeyInfo Id="KeyId-17007273">
<wsse:SecurityTokenReference

xm 
lns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-u
tility-1.0.xsd" wsu:Id="STRId-22438818">

<wsse:Reference URI="#CertId-1064304"
ValueType="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-x509-token
-profile-1.0#X509v3">

</wsse:Reference>
</wsse:SecurityTokenReference>

</ds:KeyInfo>

</ds:Signature>

<wsu:Timestamp
xm 
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lns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-u
tility-1.0.xsd" wsu:Id="id-17984263">

<wsu:Created>2006-06-09T10:57:35Z</wsu:Created>
<wsu:Expires>2006-06-09T11:02:35Z</wsu:Expires>

</wsu:Timestamp>

</wsse:Security>
</SOAP-ENV:Header>

Requirements for BinarySecurityToken and Signatures

The EncodingType attribute for the BinarySecurityToken element must be
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-soap-message-security-1.0#Base64Binary.
The ValueType attribute for the BinarySecurityToken element must be
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509v3
or
http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509PKIPathv1.
The BinarySecurityToken element must contain the base64 encoding of the leaf X.509
certificate if the ValueType is #X509v3, or it must contain the base64 encoding of the full X.509
certificate chain if the ValueType is #X509PKIPathv1.
The Algorithm attribute of the CanonicalizationMethod element must be
http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#.
The Algorithm attribute of the SignatureMethod element must be
http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1.
The Algorithm attribute of the Transform element for each Reference element must be either
http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n# or
http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315.
The Algorithm attribute of the DigestMethod element for each Reference element must be
http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1.
The KeyInfo element must contain a SecurityTokenReference element. The
SecurityTokenReference element must contain a Reference element with a URI attribute.
The URI attribute must use a local particle reference to identify the BinarySecurityToken
element that contains the X.509 certificate (for example: the URI attribute equals
#CertId-1064304 in the example request above).
You must include a wsu:Id attribute in any message elements that you sign. You can sign any
SOAP header and the entire SOAP Body. Do not sign any other elements (such as children of the
Body element). AWS ignores those elements for the purposes of signature validation, even if you
include a wsu:ID attribute in them. If you sign elements that shouldn't be signed, the signature
validation will fail.

SOAP without WS-Security

Important

If you do not intend to use WS-Security, you must be using SOAP 1.1. SOAP 1.2 is not
supported in this situation.

Authentication of SOAP requests without WS-Security uses your AWS credentials and an
HMAC-SHA1 signature. You include the authentication information in the following required elements
of the SOAP request:

• AWSAccessKeyId: Your AWS Access Key ID

• Timestamp: This must be a dateTime ( http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#dateTime) in the
Coordinated Universal Time (Greenwich Mean Time) time zone, such as 2005-01-31T23:59:59:183Z.
The request expires 15 minutes after the time stamp.
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Note

Due to different interpretations regarding how extra time precision should be dropped,
.NET users should take care not to send overly specific time stamps. This can be
accomplished by manually constructing dateTime objects with no more than
millisecond precision.

• Signature: The HMAC-SHA1 signature (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2104.txt) calculated from the
concatenation of Action+Timestamp, using your AWS Secret Access Key as the key. For example,
in the sample request below, the value of the Signature element is the HMAC-SHA1 digest of this
string: CreateQueue2005-01-31T23:59:59.183Z

The following example shows a snippet from a SOAP request that creates a queue called "MyQueue".

<CreateQueue xmlns="http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/">
<AWSAccessKeyID>1D9FVRAYCP1VJS767E02EXAMPLE</AWSAccessKeyID>
<Timestamp>2007-05-01T23:59:59.183Z</Timestamp>
<Signature>SZf1CHmQ/nrZbsrC13hCZS061yws</Signature>
<QueueName>MyQueue</QueueName>

</CreateQueue>

To calculate the signature

1. Concatenate the values of the Action and Timestamp request parameters, in that order.

2. Calculate an HMAC-SHA1 signature, using your Secret Access Key as the key.

3. Convert the resulting value to base64.

4. Pass the final value in the Signature parameter of the SOAP request.

Important

The SQS schema currently does not include the AWSAccessKeyID, Timestamp, and
Signature parameters. Even though you're not using WS-Security for authentication, you
must still place them inside the root element of the request. If you're using a toolkit that
generates stubs from the WSDL, the code generated by the toolkit won't include the three
parameters. You still have to insert them into the root element.

REST Request Authentication

The Authorization header in REST requests contains the authentication information. The header
must contain a string of the following format:

AWS <AWSAccessKeyId>:<Signature>

Note that there is a space after "AWS".

The value for <Signature> is an HMAC-SHA1 signature calculated from a string containing the
request headers. The headers are presented in a canonical format and the string must use the following
format:
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<HTTP-METHOD>\n<content-MD5>\n<ContentType>\n<date>\n<path>

For example:

PUT\n\ntext/plain\nMon, 23 Apr 2007 21:12:00 GMT\n/

Important

Notice that there is no new line at the end of the string. This is a common mistake that
causes authentication failure.
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Responses
This section describes the structure of a response to an Amazon SQS request.

Response Messages

In response to an action request, SQS returns an XML data structure that contains the results of the
request. This data conforms to the SQS schema.

Other than the use of a message envelope in the case of SOAP, the schema for the results is the same for
Query, SOAP, and REST responses. The SOAP WSDL imports an XSD file to define the response
messages, and Query and REST users can access the XSD file directly. For more information, see
WSDL and Schema Locations.

The Structure of a Response

The response message is returned in an XML element named after the action. For example, the
CreateQueue action returns a response element named CreateQueueResponse.

If a request is successful, a ResponseStatus element is returned (as a child of the main response
element) containing a StatusCode element with a value of Success. It also contains a RequestID
element.

If a request is unsuccessful, the main response element is named Response, irrespective of the action
requested. This element contains an Errors element, with one or more Error child elements. Each
Error includes:

• A Code that identifies the type of error that occurred

• A Message that describes the error condition in a human-readable form

The following is an example of a successful response:

<CreateQueueResponse
xmlns=http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/
xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:type=CreateQueueResponse>

<QueueUrl>
http://queue.amazonaws.com/A23E9WXPHGOG29/queue2

</QueueUrl>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</CreateQueueResponse>

The following is an example of an error response:

<Response>
<Errors>

<Error>
<Code>

InvalidParameterValue
</Code>
<Message>

Value (quename_nonalpha) for parameter QueueName is invalid.
Must be an alphanumeric String of 1 to 80 in length

</Message>
</Error>
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</Errors>
<RequestID>

42d59b56-7407-4c4a-be0f-4c88daeea257
</RequestID>

</Response>

Related Topics

• Query Requests

• REST Requests

• SOAP Requests
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API Reference

Topics

• WSDL and Schema Locations

• Query and SOAP API Reference

• REST API Reference

This section contains the API reference for Amazon SQS.

Note

The actions and reference information for the Query and SOAP APIs are identical, so the
information has been combined.

WSDL and Schema Location
The Amazon SQS API is published through a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and an
XML schema document. The version of the Amazon SQS API supported with this document is
2007-05-01.

The SQS WSDL is located at:

http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/QueueService.wsdl

The SQS schema is located at:

http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/QueueService.xsd

Service API Versions

When a new version of the service API is released, previous versions are supported for a limited time to
allow applications to continue to function until they are upgraded. The version of a service API is
specified as a date, such as 2007-05-01.

The version of the API can be found in the URLs of the WSDL and schema files. It can also be found in
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the target namespace of the WSDL and schema files.

You can retrieve the WSDL or schema files for a previous version of the API by replacing the version
date in the URL with the desired version. For example, to retrieve the WSDL for API version
2006-04-01:

http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2006-04-01/QueueService.wsdl

For information about which versions of the API are supported, visit the Amazon SQS page of the
Amazon Web Services web site at http://aws.amazon.com/sqs.

Accessing a Specific Service Version

For all requests, you must explicitly request the version you want to use. Specifying the version ensures
that the service does not return response elements that your application is not designed to handle.

In Query requests, you include the Version parameter:

http://queue.amazonaws.com/
?Action=CreateQueue
&QueueName=queue2
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7573JW74RZM612K0AEXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQE=

In REST requests, you include the AWS-Version header:

POST /?QueueName=queue2 HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Date: Mon, 23 Apr 2007 21:12:00 GMT

In SOAP requests, the namespace of the first child element of the <Body> element specifies the version:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<soapenv:Envelope

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<soapenv:Body>
<CreateQueue xmlns="http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01">
<AWSAccessKeyId>0PAP1H1P8JJVZEXAMPLE</AWSAccessKeyId>
<Timestamp>2007-05-02T00:00:00.000Z</Timestamp>
<Signature>SZf1CHmQ/nrZbsrC13hCZS061yws</Signature>
<QueueName>MyQueue</QueueName>

</CreateQueue>
</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Query and SOAP API Reference
The API reference information for the Query API and the SOAP API are essentially identical and so are
presented together. Any differences between them are indicated.

A Query request is defined as any HTTP request using the HTTP method GET or POST, and a query
parameter named either Action or Operation. Action is used throughout this guide. If you send an
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HTTP request that doesn't contain an Action or Operation parameter, it is handled as a REST request.
See REST API for more information.

All Query or SOAP requests use these common components:

• Common Parameters

• Common Errors

The Query and SOAP APIs implement the following actions:

• AddGrant

• ChangeMessageVisibility

• CreateQueue

• DeleteMessage

• DeleteQueue

• GetQueueAttributes

• GetVisibilityTimeout (Deprecated)

• ListGrants

• ListQueues

• PeekMessage

• ReceiveMessage

• RemoveGrant

• SendMessage

• SetQueueAttributes

• SetVisibilityTimeout (Deprecated)

Common Request Parameters

The following table lists common parameters required in all Query or SOAP requests to SQS.

Parameter Name Description Used By

Action The action to perform. Query and SOAP

AWSAccessKeyId Your Access Key ID. You must be signed up
for SQS, or your requests will fail.

Query and SOAP

Expires The date and time at which the signature
included in the request expires, in the format
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ, as specified in
the ISO 8601 standard. Query requests must
include either Timestamp or Expires, but
not both. SOAP requests not using
WS-Security for authentication must not
contain an Expires; only the Timestamp is
allowed. For SOAP requests using
WS-Security for authentication, see SOAP
with WS-Security for information about
handling message expiration.

Query and SOAP (see
description)

Signature A request signature calculated as described in
Request Authentication.

Query and SOAP
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Parameter Name Description Used By

SignatureVersion The method used to construct the string to be
signed, as explained in Authenticating Query
Requests. The default value is 0. However,
we highly recommend using
SignatureVersion=1, which uses a stricter
signature.

Query

Timestamp The date and time the request is signed, in the
format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ, as
specified in the ISO 8601 standard. Query
requests must include either Timestamp or
Expires, but not both. SOAP requests not
using WS-Security for authentication must
contain a Timestamp. For SOAP requests
using WS-Security for authentication, see
SOAP with WS-Security for information
about handling message expiration.

Query and SOAP (see
description)

Version Required. The API version to use, as
specified in the WSDL.

Query

For Query requests, parameter values must be URL-encoded. This is true for any Query parameter
passed to SQS and is typically necessary in the Signature, MessageId, and MessageBody
parameters. Some clients do this automatically, but this is not the norm.

Common Errors

This section lists the errors shared by all actions. Errors specific to an action are listed in the topic about
that action. See The Structure of a Response for information about the structure of an error response.

Error Description HTTP Status
Code

AccessFailure Requester does not have grants to
access the resource.

401

AWS.SimpleQueueService.InternalError There is an internal problem with
SQS, which you cannot resolve.
Retry the request. If the problem
persists, contact us through the
Amazon SQS Discussion Forums.

500

AWS.SimpleQueueService.NonExistentQueue Queue does not exist. 400

AuthFailure A value used for authentication
could not be validated, such as
Signature. If you're using the
Query API, you can use the
Amazon SQS Scratchpad to help
you troubleshoot authentication
issues. The Scratchpad is a simple
HTML and JavaScript application
that allows you to explore the

401
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Error Description HTTP Status
Code

2008-01-01 Amazon SQS API
without writing any code. The tool
constructs a Query request and
shows the string to sign and the
final signature (using signature
version 1) that you would include
in the request. To download the
Scratchpad, go to
http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/entry.jspa?externalID=1254&categoryID=30.

InternalError There is an internal problem with
SQS, which you cannot resolve.
Retry the request. If the problem
persists, contact us through the
Amazon SQS Discussion Forums.

500

InvalidAction The action specified was invalid. 400

InvalidParameterValue One or more parameters cannot be
validated.

400

InvalidParameter-Combination Two parameters were specified
that cannot be used together, such
as Timestamp and Expires.

400

InvalidURI The URL was invalid or was not a
URL returned by a request to
create a queue or list your queues.

400

MissingParameter A required parameter is missing.
See Example Response for
MissingParameter Error.

400

NoSuchVersion An incorrect version was specified
in the request.

400

RequestExpired The timestamp used with the
signature has expired.

400

ServiceUnavailable A required server needed by SQS
is unavailable. This error is often
temporary; resend the request
after a short wait.

503

SOAP Fault: InvalidSecurity, Request Has
Expired

The time to live set on the request
has expired. See Example SOAP
Fault Response.

200

Example Response for AuthFailure Error

The following sample response is for an AuthFailure error.
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<Response>
<Errors>

<Error>
<Code>

AuthFailure
</Code>
<Message>

The provided signature is not valid for this access token
</Message>

</Error>
</Errors>
<RequestID>

ef3aba6a-dc84-4937-91bf-cef2ddd6775a
</RequestID>

</Response>

Example Response for MissingParameter Error

The following sample response is for a MissingParameter error. Note the presence of the
MissingParameterName element.

<Response>
<Errors>

<Error>
<Code>

MissingParameter
</Code>
<Message>

The request has a missing parameter Action
</Message>

</Error>
</Errors>
<awsRequestId>

427cce5e-950b-4f82-b30d-d232796a81b1
</awsRequestId>
<MissingParameterName>

Action
</MissingParameterName>

</Response>

Example SOAP Fault Response

The following sample response shows a SOAP fault for an InvalidSecurity error.

<soap:Fault>
<soap:Code>
<soap:Value>soap:Sender</soap:Value>
<soap:Subcode>

<soap:Value>aws:InvalidSecurity</soap:Value>
</soap:Subcode>
</soap:Code>
<soap:Reason>
<soap:Text xml:lang=en-US>

Request has expired
</soap:Text>
</soap:Reason>
<soap:Detail>
<aws:RequestId xm 

lns:aws=http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSFault/2005-15-09>
0e46d0ca-a0ab-4730-9bca-219f064e16fd

</aws:RequestId>
</soap:Detail>

<soap:Fault>
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AddGrant

Description

The AddGrant action gives the specified user permission to access the specified queue. See Access
Control for Queues for more details. When specifying the grantee, you can use either the grantee's
e-mail address (example: user@example.com) or the user ID returned by a ListGrants request
(example: 79a59df900b949e55d96a1e698fbacedfd6e09d98eacf8f8d5218e7cd47ef2be).

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

QueueName The name of the queue you want to apply the
permission to.

Type: String (example: MyQueue)

Yes

Grantee.EmailAddress The e-mail address of the user receiving the
permission. For SOAP requests, see About
Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

Condition: Either Grantee.EmailAddress or
Grantee.ID is required.

Conditional

Grantee.ID The ID of the user (returned by ListGrants)
receiving the permission. For SOAP requests, see
About Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

Condition: Either Grantee.EmailAddress or
Grantee.ID is required.

Conditional

Permission The permission you want to add for the grantee. See
Access Control for Queues for a list of available
permissions.

Type: String (example: ReceiveMessage)

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The action returns no errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.

Examples

The following example Query request adds a ReceiveMessage permission to the specified queue for
the specified user.
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Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=AddGrant
&Version=2007-05-01
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=
&Grantee.EmailAddress=username@example.com
&Permission=ReceiveMessage

Sample Response

<AddGrantResponse xmlns=http://access.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/>
<ResponseStatus>

<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</AddGrantResponse>

Related Actions

• ListGrants

• RemoveGrant
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ChangeMessageVisibility

Description

Changes the visibility timeout for a message to the value you provide in the VisibilityTimeout
parameter. This action can be used in one of several ways described in Visibility Timeout.

Important

Unlike with a queue, when you change the visibility timeout for a specific message, that
timeout value is applied immediately but is not saved in memory for that message. If after
receiving a message, if for some reason you don't delete the message and the message is
received again, the visibility timeout for the message when it is received again is the
overall value for the queue and not the value you previously set with the
ChangeMessageVisibility action. Similarly for messages that you've locked, when the
lock expires and the message is received, the visibility timeout used for the message is the
overall value for the queue and not the value you previously set.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

MessageId The message ID of the message whose visibility timeout
you want to change.

Type: String

Yes

VisibilityTimeout The new value for the message's visibility timeout (in
seconds).

Type: Integer from 0 to 86400 (maximum 24 hours).

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The action returns no errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.

Examples

The following example Query request changes the visibility timeout for a message to 60 seconds.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazon.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=ChangeMessageVisibility
&MessageId=17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R%7C0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074%7C0Z4AN912X0H2EP8BV6XJ
&VisibilityTimeout=60
&Version=2007-05-01
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&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<ChangeMessageVisibilityResponse>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</ChangeMessageVisibilityResponse>

Related Actions

• DeleteMessage

• ReceiveMessage
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CreateQueue

Description

The CreateQueue action creates a new queue. SQS assigns the queue a queue URL; you must use this
URL when performing actions on the queue (for more information, see About the Queue URL).

When you create a queue, you must provide a queue name that is unique within the scope of the queues
you own. If a queue with the same name already exists, SQS doesn't create a new queue or return an
error. Instead, SQS simply returns the queue URL of the existing queue.

Note

If you delete a queue, you must wait at least 60 seconds before creating a queue with the
same name.

When you create a queue, FullControl access rights are granted to you for the queue. Only you (as
owner of the queue), or a grantee assigned FullControl rights to the queue, can grant or deny access
rights to the queue and its messages. See Access Control for Queues for more information.

The default value for VisibilityTimeout (30 seconds) is also set when a queue is created. See
Visibility Timeout for information about how visibility timeout works.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

QueueName The name to use for the queue created. The queue
name must be unique within the scope of all your
queues.

Type: String

Constraints: Maximum 80 characters; alphanumeric
characters, hyphens (-), and underscores (_) are
allowed.

Yes

DefaultVisibilityTimeout The visibility timeout (in seconds) to use for this
queue. For more information, see Visibility Timeout.

Type: Integer

Constraints: 0 to 86400, inclusive (maximum 24
hours)

Default: 30 seconds

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).
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Name Description

QueueUrl The queue URL (a string) for the queue you created. If a queue already
exists with the queue name you specified in the request, the queue URL for
that queue is returned.

Type: String

Ancestor: CreateQueueResponse

Special Errors

The following table lists the special error the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP Status
Code

AWS.SimpleQueueService.QueueDeletedRecently You must wait 60 seconds after
deleting a queue before you can
create another with the same
name.

400

Examples

The following example Query request creates a new queue named queue2.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/
?Action=CreateQueue
&QueueName=queue2
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7573JW74RZM612K0AEXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<CreateQueueResponse
xmlns=http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/
xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:type=CreateQueueResponse>

<QueueUrl>
http://queue.amazonaws.com/A23E9WXPHGOG29/queue2

</QueueUrl>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</CreateQueueResponse>

Sample Error Response

Specifying a QueueName that is too long or includes invalid characters results in this error:

<Response>
<Errors>
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<Error>
<Code>

InvalidParameterValue
</Code>
<Message>

Value (quename_nonalpha) for parameter QueueName is invalid.
Can only include alphanumeric characters, hyphens, or under 

scores. 1 to 80 in length.
</Message>

</Error>
</Errors>
<RequestID>

42d59b56-7407-4c4a-be0f-4c88daeea257
</RequestID>

</Response>

Related Actions

• DeleteQueue

• ListQueues

• SetQueueAttributes
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DeleteMessage

Description

The DeleteMessage action unconditionally removes the specified message from the specified queue.
Even if the message is locked by another reader due to the visibility timeout setting, it is still deleted
from the queue.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

MessageId The ID of the message to delete. The value must be a message
ID value returned by a SendMessage request.

Type: String

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The request doesn't fail unless the MessageId is malformed. Even if the specified MessageID doesn't
exist, the action returns Success.

Examples

The following example Query request deletes a message from the specified queue.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=DeleteMessage
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&MessageId=17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R%7C0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074%7C0Z4AN912X0H2EP8BV6XJ
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=CN2SbNq%2B2Vw1W3lbc7wpM5gzDHEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<DeleteMessageResponse>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</DeleteMessageResponse>

Related Actions
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• ChangeMessageVisibility

• PeekMessage

• ReceiveMessage

• SendMessage
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DeleteQueue

Description

Deletes the queue specified by the queue URL. Normally, a queue must be empty before you can delete
it. However, you can set the request parameter ForceDeletion to true to force the deletion of a queue
even if it's not empty.

Caution

Use the ForceDeletion parameter with care; once you delete your messages in a queue,
they are no longer available.

Once you delete a queue, you must wait at least 60 seconds before creating a queue with the same name.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

ForceDeletion When set to true, the queue is deleted even if it is not empty.
If this parameter is omitted or set to false, the queue must be
empty for the DeleteQueue action to succeed. Use this
parameter with care, because once you delete your messages,
you cannot access them again.

Type: Boolean

Default: false

Valid values: false | true

No

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP Status
Code

AWS.SimpleQueueService.NonEmptyQueue Queue not empty. 400

Examples

The following example Query request deletes the specified queue even if it's not empty.
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Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=DeleteQueue
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=CN2SbNq%2B2Vw1W3lbc7wpM5gzDHEXAMPLE=
&ForceDeletion=true

Sample Response

<DeleteQueueResponse>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</DeleteQueueResponse>

Related Actions

• CreateQueue

• ListQueues
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GetQueueAttributes

Description

Gets one or all attributes of a queue. Queues currently have two attributes you can get:

• ApproximateNumberOfMessages (see Resources Required to Process Messages for more
information)

• VisibilityTimeout (see Visibility Timeout for more information)

Important

Before the 2007-05-01 release introduced the GetQueueAttributes action, you
retrieved the visibility timeout by using the GetVisibilityTimeout action. As of the
2007-05-01 release of Amazon SQS, the GetVisibilityTimeout action has been
deprecated.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

Attribute The attribute you want to get. Setting this value to All returns
all the queue's attributes.

Type: String

Valid values: All | ApproximateNumberOfMessages |
VisibilityTimeout

Yes

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response). See the Sample Response.

Name Description

Attribute The attribute.

Type: String

Valid Values: ApproximateNumberOfMessages | VisibilityTimeout

Ancestor: AttributedValue

AttributedValue An element containing each attribute's information.

Ancestor: GetQueueAttributesResponse

Child: Attribute, Value

Value The value for the attribute.

Type: String

Ancestor: AttributedValue
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Name Description

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

InvalidAttributeName Unknown attribute 400

Examples

The following example Query request gets all the attribute values for the specified queue.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazon.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=GetQueueAttributes
&Attribute=All
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<GetQueueAttributesResponse>
<AttributedValue>
<Attribute>ApproximateNumberOfMessages</Attribute>
<Value>2900</Value>

</AttributedValue>
<AttributedValue>
<Attribute>VisibilityTimeout</Attribute>
<Value>35</Value>

</AttributedValue>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</GetQueueAttributesResponse>

Related Actions

• SetQueueAttributes
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GetVisibilityTimeout (Deprecated)

As of the 2007-05-01 version of Amazon SQS, the GetVisibilityTimeout action is deprecated. The
action is currently still supported, but we encourage you to update your system to use
GetQueueAttributes instead.

See the 2006-04-01 version of the Amazon SQS Developer Guide for discussion of
GetVisibilityTimeout.
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ListGrants

Description

The ListGrants action lists the grants for the specified queue. See Access Control for Queues for
more details about grants. You can call this action if you're the owner of the queue or if you have
FullControl permission for the queue. You can list all grants, or you can filter the list by specifying a
particular grantee or a particular permission. When specifying a grantee, you can use either
Grantee.EmailAddress with the user's e-mail address (example: user@example.com) or
Grantee.ID with the user ID returned by a ListGrants request (example:
79a59df900b949e55d96a1e698fbacedfd6e09d98eacf8f8d5218e7cd47ef2be).

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

QueueName The name of the queue whose grants you want to list.

Type: String (example: MyQueue)

Yes

Grantee.EmailAddress If specified, this parameter filters the list to include only
the permissions granted to the specified grantee.
Grantee.ID can be used instead. For SOAP requests,
see About Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

No

Grantee.ID If specified, this parameter filters the list to include only
the permissions granted to the specified grantee.
Grantee.EmailAddress can be used instead. For
SOAP requests, see About Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

No

Permission If specified, filters the list to include only grants for the
specified permission.

Type: String (example: ReceiveMessage)

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response). See the Sample Response.

Name Description

DisplayName A human-readable string that identifies the grantee. For information about
how the value of this element is determined, see Using a Canonical
Representation.

Type: String

Ancestor: Grantee

Grantee An element with information identifying the person receiving the grant.
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Name Description

Ancestor: GrantList

Child: DisplayName, ID

GrantList An element with information about a single grant. See the example response
below.

Ancestor: ListGrantsResponse

Child: Grantee, Permission

ID A system-assigned string that uniquely identifies the grantee.

Type: String

Ancestor: Grantee

Permission The type of permission the grantee has received.

Type: String

Valid Values: FullControl | ReceiveMessage | SendMessage

Ancestor: GrantList

Special Errors

The action returns no errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.

Examples

Sample Requests

The following request lists all the ReceiveMessage grants for the specified queue.

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=ListGrants
&Version=2007-05-01
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=
&Permission=ReceiveMessage

The following request lists all the grants for the user identified by the specified Canonical User ID.

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=ListGrants
&Version=2007-05-01
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=
&Grantee.CanonicalUser=93ddb081b6ca9f35fbf3626dde06b73854d43b9a7b6305201550c9
0aa7bd1eef

The following request lists all the grants on the specified queue.

http://service.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=ListGrants
&Version=2007-05-01
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=
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Sample Response

<ListGrantsResponse xmlns="http://access.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/">
<GrantList>

<Grantee xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:type="CanonicalUser">
<ID>79a59df900b949e55d96a1e698fbacedfd6e09d98eacf8f8d5218e7cd47ef2be</ID>

<DisplayName>filesinc</DisplayName>
</Grantee>
<Permission>ReceiveMessage</Permission>

</GrantList>
<GrantList>

<Grantee xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:type="CanonicalUser">
<ID>a9a7b886d6fd24a52fe8ca5bef65f89a64e0193f23000e241bf9b1c61be666e9</ID>

<DisplayName>chriscustomer</DisplayName>
</Grantee>
<Permission>FullControl</Permission>

</GrantList>
<ResponseStatus>

<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</ListGrantsResponse>

Related Actions

• AddGrant

• RemoveGrant
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ListQueues

Description

The ListQueues action returns a list of your queues. A maximum 1000 queue URLs are returned. If
you specify a value for the optional QueueNamePrefix parameter, only queues with a name beginning
with the specified value are returned.

Important

The WSDL version you use for the request affects which queues are included in the
response. Before the release of version 2008-01-01, you could use either of the available
versions (2007-05-01 or 2006-04-01) for your ListQueues call and the response would
include all your queues. If you're now using one or both of the old versions and the
2008-01-01 version to create queues, you can't get a list of all your queues with a single
call to ListQueues. Instead, you must call twice: once using either the 2007-05-01 or
2006-04-01 version (which returns all queues you created with versions older than
2008-01-01), and once using the 2008-01-01 version (which returns only the queues
created with the 2008-01-01 version). Note that queues created with the older versions are
not compatible with the 2008-01-01 version, and vice versa.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

QueueNamePrefix String to use for filtering the list results. Only those queues
whose name begins with the specified string are returned.

Type: String

Constraints: Maximum 80 characters; alphanumeric characters,
hyphens (-), and underscores (_) are allowed.

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

Queues An element containing each queue's URL.

Type: String

Ancestor: ListQueuesResponse

Child: QueueURL

Special Errors

The action returns no special errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.
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Examples

The following example Query request returns the queues whose names begin with the letter "T".

Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/
?Action=ListQueues
&QueueNamePrefix=T
&AWSAccessKeyId=0AS7553JW73RRM642K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Qnpl4Qk/7tINHzfXCiT7VbBatDAEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<ListQueuesResponse
xmlns=http://queue.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/
xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:type=ListQueuesResponse>

<Queues>
<QueueUrl>

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/Toast
</QueueUrl>
<QueueUrl>

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/Test
</QueueUrl>

</Queues>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</ListQueuesResponse>

Related Actions

• CreateQueue

• DeleteQueue
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PeekMessage

Description

The PeekMessage action returns the specified message regardless of the VisibilityTimeout state of
the queue or message. This action doesn't modify the message's current visibility state or visibility
timeout setting. See Visibility Timeout for more information.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

MessageId The message ID of the message to return.

Type: String

Yes

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

Message An element containing information about the message. See the example
response below.

Ancestor: PeekMessageResponse

Child: MessageId, MessageBody

MessageBody The message's contents.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

MessageId The message's system-assigned ID.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

MessageNotFound No message exists with the MessageId
specified.

404
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Examples

The following example Query request returns the message specified by the message ID.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=PeekMessage
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&MessageId=17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R%7C0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074%7C0Z4AN912X0H2EP8BV6XJ
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=CN2SbNq%2B2Vw1W3lbc7wpM5gzDHEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<PeekMessageResponse>
<Message>

<MessageId>
17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R|0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074|0Z4AN912X0H2EP8BV6XJ
</MessageId>
<MessageBody>foo</MessageBody>

</Message>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</PeekMessageResponse>

Related Actions

• ReceiveMessage

• SendMessage

• SetQueueAttributes
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ReceiveMessage

Description

Retrieves one or more messages from the specified queue, including the message body and message ID
of each message. Messages returned by this action stay in the queue until you delete them. However,
once a message is returned to a ReceiveMessage request, it is not returned on subsequent
ReceiveMessage requests for the duration of the VisibilityTimeout. If you do not specify a
VisibilityTimeout in the request, the overall visibility timeout for the queue is used for the returned
messages. A default visibility timeout of 30 seconds is set when you create the queue. You can also set
the visibility timeout for the queue by using SetQueueAttributes. See Visibility Timeout for more
information.

Note

To view a message regardless of its visibility timeout state, use PeekMessage.

Note

Due to the distributed nature of the queue, a weighted random set of machines is sampled
on a ReceiveMessage call. That means only the messages on the sampled machines are
returned. If the number of messages in the queue is small (less than 1000), it is likely you
will get fewer messages than you requested per ReceiveMessage call. You can always
peek on any specific message in the queue by using the PeekMessage action.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

NumberOfMessages Maximum number of messages to return. If there are fewer
messages in the queue than NumberOfMessages, the
maximum number of messages returned is the current
number of messages in the queue.

Not necessarily all the messages in the queue are returned.

Type: Integer from 1 to 256

Default: 1

No

VisibilityTimeout The duration (in seconds) that the received messages are
hidden from subsequent retrieve requests after being
retrieved by a ReceiveMessage request. See Visibility
Timeout for more information.

Type: Integer from 0 to 86400 (maximum 24 hours)

Default: The visibility timeout for the queue

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response). See the Sample Response.
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Name Description

Message An element containing information about the message. See the example
response below.

Ancestor: ReceiveMessageResponse

Child: MessageId, MessageBody

MessageBody The message's contents.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

MessageId The message's system-assigned ID.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

ReadCountOutOfRange The value for NumberOfMessages is not
valid (must be from 1 to 256).

400

Examples

The following example Query request receives messages from the specified queue.

Sample Request

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=ReceiveMessage
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=CN2SbNq%2B2Vw1W3lbc7wpM5gzDHEXAMPLE=
&NumberOfMessages=2

Sample Response

<ReceiveMessageResponse>
<Message>

<MessageId>11YEJMCHE2DM483NGN40|3H4AA8J7EJKM0DQZR7E1|PT6DRTB278S4MNY77NJ0</Me
ssageId>

<MessageBody>foo</MessageBody>
</Message>
<Message>

<MessageId>0MKX1FF3JB8VWS8JAV79|3H4AA8J7EJKM0DQZR7E1|PT6DRTB278S4MNY77NJ0</Me
ssageId>

<MessageBody>bar</MessageBody>
</Message>
<ResponseStatus>

<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
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<RequestId>b5bf2332-e983-4d3e-941a-f64c0d21f00f</RequestId>
</ResponseStatus>

</ReceiveMessageResponse>

Related Actions

• DeleteMessage

• PeekMessage

• SendMessage

• SetQueueAttributes
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RemoveGrant

Description

The RemoveGrant action revokes a grant for the specified queue. See Access Control for Queues for
more details about grants. Only the owner of the queue or a grantee with FullControl permissions for
the queue can add or remove grants. When specifying the grantee, you can use either the grantee's e-mail
address (example: user@example.com) or the user ID returned by a ListGrants request (example:
79a59df900b949e55d96a1e698fbacedfd6e09d98eacf8f8d5218e7cd47ef2be).

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

QueueName The name of the queue the grant is currently applied to.

Type: String (example: MyQueue)

Yes

Grantee.EmailAddress The e-mail address of the user who is losing the grant. For
SOAP requests, see About Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

Condition: Either Grantee.EmailAddress or
Grantee.ID is required.

Conditional

Grantee.ID The ID of the user (returned by ListGrants) who is
losing the grant. For SOAP requests, see About
Specifying Grantees.

Type: String

Condition: Either Grantee.EmailAddress or
Grantee.ID is required.

Conditional

Permission The permission you want to remove.

Type: String (example: ReceiveMessage)

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The action returns no errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.

Examples

The following example Query request removes ReceiveMessage access rights on the queue named
queue2 from the user with the specified e-mail address.

Sample Request
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http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=RemoveGrant
&Version=2007-05-01
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=
&Grantee.EmailAddress=user@example.com
&Permission=ReceiveMessage

Sample Response

<RemoveGrantResponse xmlns=http://access.amazonaws.com/doc/2007-05-01/>
<ResponseStatus>

<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</RemoveGrantResponse>

Related Actions

• AddGrant

• ListGrants
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SendMessage

Description

The SendMessage action delivers a message to the specified queue.

For SOAP requests, you must provide the message text in the MessageBody parameter. The size of the
message cannot exceed 256 KB.

For Query requests, you can provide the message text in one of two ways:

• As the value for the MessageBody parameter in the URL—The size of the message cannot exceed
8 KB and the text must be URL encoded.

• Using the POST method with the text in the HTTP request body—The size of the message cannot
exceed 256 KB, and you must not include the MessageBody parameter in the request. If you do, the
body of the HTTP request will be ignored. You also must include the Content-Type HTTP header
with the value set to text/plain. Note that the authentication signature you provide (see Query
Request Authentication) is still only based on the request parameters in the URL; because the
message text is included as the body of the HTTP request and not as a parameter in the URL, you do
not include the text of the message in the string when creating the signature.

Important

The following list shows the characters (in Unicode) allowed in your message (according
to http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#charsets). If you send any characters not included in
the list, your request will be rejected.

#x9 | #xA | #xD | [#x20-#xD7FF] | [#xE000-#xFFFD] | [#x10000-#x10FFFF]

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

MessageBody The message to send.

Type: URL-encoded string maximum 8 KB in size (for Query
requests); string maximum 256 KB in size (for SOAP
requests). See the important note above for a list of allowed
characters.

Condition: Required for Query requests using the GET method
and for all SOAP requests.

Conditional

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

MessageId An element containing the message ID of the message sent to the queue.
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Name Description

You use this value when performing actions on the message.

Ancestor: SendMessageResponse

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

InvalidMessageContents The message contains characters outside
the allowed set.

400

Examples

Sample Requests

The following example SendMessage request sends a message containing "Your Message Text" to the
queue. This example sends the message using the MessageBody parameter.

http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=SendMessage
&MessageBody=Your%20Message%20Text
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=lB/P67vCvGlDMBQ1dofZxg8E8SUEXAMPLE=

The following example specifies the message text in the HTTP request body.

POST /http://queue.amazonaws.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue1
?Action=SendMessage
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=lB/P67vCvGlDMBQ1dofZxg8E8SUEXAMPLE=
HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: text/plain

Your Message Text

Sample Response

<SendMessageResponse>
<MessageId>

1EDR8H6XFYE9PGV3FGQQ|04WQYHSQ39E6Y1K6EDFS|0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074
</MessageId>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</SendMessageResponse>
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Related Actions

• DeleteMessage

• PeekMessage

• ReceiveMessage
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SetQueueAttributes

Description

Sets an attribute of a queue. Currently, you can set only the VisibilityTimeout attribute for a queue.
See Visibility Timeout for more information.

Important

Before the 2007-05-01 release introduced the SetQueueAttributes action, you set the
visibility timeout by using the SetVisibilityTimeout action. As of the 2007-05-01
release of Amazon SQS, the SetVisibilityTimeout action has been deprecated.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request parameters listed in Common Request Parameters).

Name Description Required

Attribute The attribute you want to set.

Type: String

Valid value: VisibilityTimeout

Yes

Value The value of the attribute you want to set.

Type: For visibility timeout, the value must be an integer from
0 to 86400 (24 hours).

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

InvalidAttributeName Unknown attribute 400

Examples

The following example Query request sets the visibility timeout to 35 seconds for the specified queue.

Sample Request
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http://queue.amazon.com/A29E9VSPHGOG23/queue2
?Action=SetQueueAttributes
&Attribute=VisibilityTimeout
&Value=35
&AWSAccessKeyId=0GS7553JW74RRM612K02EXAMPLE
&Version=2007-05-01
&Expires=2007-05-12T12:00:00Z
&Signature=Dqlp3Sd6ljTUA9Uf6SGtEExwUQEXAMPLE=

Sample Response

<SetQueueAttributesResponse>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</SetQueueAttributesResponse>

Related Actions

• GetQueueAttributes
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SetVisibilityTimeout (Deprecated)

As of the 2007-05-01 version of Amazon SQS, the SetVisibilityTimeout action is deprecated. The
action is currently still supported, but we encourage you to update your system to use
SetQueueAttributes instead.

See the 2006-04-01 version of the Amazon SQS Developer Guide for discussion of
SetVisibilityTimeout.
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REST API Reference
Components Common to all Actions

• Common Headers

• Common Errors

Each Amazon SQS REST API action functions on one of three specific endpoints:

• QueueService

• MessageQueue

• Message

Actions for the QueueService Resource

• POST on QueueService —Creates a queue

• GET on QueueService —Lists your queues

Actions for the MessageQueue Resource

• DELETE on MessageQueue—Deletes a queue

• PUT on MessageQueue—Sends a message to a queue or sets the visibility timeout for a queue

• GET on MessageQueue—Retrieves messages from a queue or gets the visibility timeout for a queue

Actions for the Message Resource

• DELETE on Message—Deletes a message from a queue

• GET on Message—Peeks on a message in a queue

Important

The REST API doesn't support access control (see Access Control for Queues). However,
you can use the Query API to handle access control.

Common REST Headers

SQS REST requests include headers which contain basic information about the request. The table below
describes the required and optional headers for SQS REST requests.

Header Name Description Required

Authorization The information required for request authentication. See
About the Authorization Header for details about the format.

Yes

AWS-Version The version of the SQS API. For example: 2007-05-01. Yes
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Header Name Description Required

Content-Length Length of the message (without the headers) according to
RFC 2616.

Condition: Required if the request body itself contains
information (most toolkits add this header automatically).

Conditional

Content-MD5 The base64 encoded 128-bit MD5 digest of the message
(without the headers) according to RFC 1864. This header
can be used as a message integrity check to verify that the
decoded data is the same data that was originally sent. You
want to use this header if you're interested in ensuring data
integrity. Note that we ignore the MD5 for the purposes of
our signature validation. See Authenticating REST Requests
for more information about REST request authentication.

No

Content-Type The content type of the resource. Example: text/plain. Yes

Date The date used to create the signature contained in the
Authorization header. Example: Wed, 05 Apr 2006
21:12:00 GMT

Yes

Host The host being requested. The value must be
queue.amazonaws.com.

Condition: Required for HTTP 1.1 (most toolkits add this
header automatically)

Conditional

About the Authorization Header

The authorization header is a string that follows this format:

AWS <AWSAccessKeyId>:<Signature>

Note that there is a space after "AWS".

To calculate the value for <Signature>:

1. Create a string with the format:

HTTP-METHOD>\n<content-MD5>\n<ContentType>\n<date>\n<path>

For example:

PUT\n\ntext/plain\nThu, 01 Jun 2006 12:12:23 PDT\n/

2. Use your AWS Secret Access Key to create an HMAC-SHA1 hash of the string and use that as the
value of <Signature>.

Important

Notice that there is no new line at the end of the string. This is a common mistake that
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causes authentication failure.

Common REST Errors

See Common Errors for errors that can be returned by all REST actions.
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DELETE on Message

Description

The DELETE on Message action unconditionally removes the specified message from the specified
queue. Even if the message is locked by another reader due to the visibility timeout setting, it is still
deleted from the queue.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

MessageId The ID of the message to delete. The value must be a message
ID value returned from a PUT on MessageQueue request.

Type: String

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Special Errors

The request doesn't fail unless the MessageId is malformed. Even if the specified MessageID doesn't
exist, the action returns Success.

Examples

The following example REST request deletes a message from the specified queue.

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, make sure to omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1 in the following example).

Sample Request

DELETE /
A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1/17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R%7C0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074%7C0Z4AN912X
0H2EP8BV6XJ HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

Sample Response
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See DeleteMessage for sample response information.

Related Actions

• GET on Message

• GET on MessageQueue

• PUT on MessageQueue
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DELETE on MessageQueue

Description

The Delete on MessageQueue action deletes the queue specified by the queue URL. Normally, a queue
must be empty before you can delete it. However, you can set the request parameter ForceDeletion to
true to force a queue's deletion even if it's not empty.

Caution

Use the ForceDeletion parameter with care; once you delete your messages in a queue,
they are no longer available.

Once you delete a queue, you must wait at least 60 seconds before creating a queue with the same name.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

ForceDeletion When set to true, the queue is deleted even if it's not empty. If
this parameter is omitted or set to false, the queue must be
empty for the DeleteQueue action to succeed. Use this
parameter with care, because once you delete your messages,
you cannot access them again.

Type: Boolean

Default: false

Valid values: false | true

No

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common response elements.

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status
Code

AWS.SimpleQueueService.NonEmptyQueue Queue not empty. 400

Examples

The following example REST request deletes the specified queue even if it's empty.
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Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, make sure to omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1 in the following example).

Sample Request

DELETE /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1?ForceDeletion=true HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

Sample Response

See DeleteQueue for sample response information.

Related Actions

• POST on QueueService

• GET on QueueService
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GET on Message

Description

The GET on Message action (also called peeking on a message) returns the specified message regardless
of the VisibilityTimeout state of the queue or message. This action doesn't modify the message's
current visibility state or visibility timeout setting. See Visibility Timeout for more information.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

MessageId The message ID of the message to return.

Type: String

Yes

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

Message An element containing information about the message. See the example
below.

Ancestor: PeekMessageResponse

Child: MessageId, MessageBody

MessageBody The message's contents.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

MessageId The message's system-assigned ID.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

MessageNotFound No message exists with the MessageId
specified.

404
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Examples

The following example REST request returns the message specified by the message ID.

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, make sure to omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1 in the following example).

Sample Request

GET /
A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1/17VXQHSGX0SG4ZEPPK7R%7C0QE42ST4KW7RK9HSY074%7C0Z4AN912X
0H2EP8BV6XJ HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

Sample Response

See PeekMessage for sample response information.

Related Actions

• GET on MessageQueue

• PUT on MessageQueue
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GET on MessageQueue

Description

The GET on MessageQueue action does one of the following:

• Gets one or more messages from the specified queue

• Gets the visibility timeout for the specified queue (see Visibility Timeout for more information about
this setting)

Retrieving a Message from the Queue

To retrieve one or more messages from the queue, you must append "/front" to the queue URL (see
the example below).

The message body and message ID of each message is returned. Messages returned by this action stay in
the queue until you delete them. However, once a message is returned to a GET on MessageQueue
request, it is not returned on subsequent GET on MessageQueue requests for the duration of the optional
VisibilityTimeout. If you do not specify a VisibilityTimeout in the request, the overall
visibility timeout for the queue is used for the returned messages. A default visibility timeout of 30
seconds is set when you create the queue, and you can also set the visibility timeout for the queue by
using PUT on MessageQueue. See Visibility Timeout for more information.

Tip

To view a message regardless of its visibility timeout state, use GET on Message.

Note

Due to the distributed nature of the queue, a weighted random set of machines is sampled
when you retrieve the messages. Therefore, only the messages on the sampled machines
are returned. If the number of messages in the queue is small (less than 1000), it is likely
you will get fewer messages than you requested per call, or even none on a particular call.
You can always peek on any specific message in the queue by using GET on Message.

Getting the Visibility Timeout for the Queue

To get the visibility timeout, don't append "/front" to the queue URL.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

NumberOfMessages Maximum number of messages to return. If there are fewer
messages in the queue than NumberOfMessages, the
maximum number of messages returned is the current
number of messages in the queue.

Not necessarily all the messages in the queue are returned.

Type: Integer from 1 to 256

No
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Name Description Required

Default: 1

VisibilityTimeout The duration (in seconds) that the received messages are
hidden from subsequent retrieve requests after being
retrieved by a GET on MessageQueue request. See
Visibility Timeout for more information.

Type: Integer from 0 to 86400 (maximum 24 hours)

Default: The visibility timeout for the queue

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

Message An element containing information about the message. See the example
below. This element is returned only if you're using the action to receive
messages.

Ancestor: ReceiveMessageResponse

Child: MessageId, MessageBody

MessageBody The message's contents.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

MessageId The message's system-assigned ID.

Type: String

Ancestor: Message

VisibilityTimeout An element containing the queue's visibility timeout setting. This element is
returned only if you're using the action to get the queue's visibility timeout.

Type: Integer

Ancestor: GetVisibilityTimeoutResponse

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

ReadCountOutOfRange The value for NumberOfMessages is not
valid (must be from 1 to 256).

400

Examples
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The following examples show how to retrieve messages from a queue and how to get the visibility
timeout for the queue.

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, make sure to omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1 in the following examples).

Retrieving Messages

The following example retrieves up to two messages from the queue, and sets the visibility timeout for
those messages to 35 seconds. Note the presence of "/front" after the queue URL.

GET /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1/front?VisibilityTimeout=35&NumberOfMessages=2 HT 
TP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

See ReceiveMessage for sample response information.

Getting the Visibility Timeout

The following example request gets the visibility timeout setting for the queue. Note the absence of the
"/front" after the queue URL.

GET /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1/ HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Wed, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

The following example shows the response.

<GetVisibilityTimeoutResponse>
<VisibilityTimeout>
35

</VisibilityTimeout>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</GetVisibilityTimeoutResponse>

Related Actions

• DELETE on Message

• GET on Message

• PUT on MessageQueue
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GET on QueueService

Description

The GET on QueueService action returns a list of the your queues. A maximum 1000 queue URLs are
returned. If you specify a value for the optional QueueNamePrefix parameter, only queues with a
queue name beginning with the specified value are returned.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

QueueNamePrefix String to use for filtering the list results. Only those queues
whose name begins with the specified string are returned.

Type: String

Constraints: Maximum 80 characters; alphanumeric characters,
hyphens (-), and underscores (_) are allowed.

No

Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

Queues An element containing each queue's URL.

Type: String

Ancestor: ListQueuesResponse

Child: QueueURL

Special Errors

The action returns no special errors besides the common errors listed in Common Errors.

Examples

The following example REST request returns the queues whose names begin with the letter "T".

Sample Request

GET /?QueueNamePrefix=T HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Content-Type: text/plain
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT
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Sample Response

See ListQueues for sample response information.

Related Actions

• POST on QueueService

• DELETE on MessageQueue
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POST on QueueService

Description

The POST on QueueService action creates a new queue. SQS assigns the queue a queue URL; you must
use this URL when performing actions on the queue (for more information, see About the Queue URL).

When you create a queue, you must provide a queue name that is unique within the scope of the queues
you own. If a queue with the same name already exists, SQS doesn't create a new queue or return an
error. Instead, SQS simply returns the queue URL of the existing queue.

Note

If you delete a queue, you must wait at least 60 seconds before creating a queue with the
same name.

When you create a queue, FullControl access rights are granted to you for the queue. Only you (as
owner of the queue), or a grantee assigned FullControl rights to the queue, can grant or deny access
rights to the queue and its messages.

The default value for VisibilityTimeout (30 seconds) is also set when a queue is created. See
Visibility Timeout for information about how visibility timeout works.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

QueueName The name to use for the queue created. The queue name must
be unique within the scope of all your queues.

Type: String

Constraints: Maximum 80 characters; alphanumeric characters,
hyphens (-), and underscores (_) are allowed.

Yes

Response Elements

The response contains no special elements besides the common elements listed in The Structure of a
Response.

Name Description

QueueUrl The queue URL for the queue you created. If a queue already exists with the
queue name you specified in the request, the queue URL for that queue is
returned.

Type: String

Ancestor: CreateQueueResponse

Special Errors
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The following table lists the special error the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status
Code

AWS.SimpleQueueService.QueueDeletedRecentlyYou must wait 60 seconds after
deleting a queue before you can create
another with the same name.

400

Examples

The following example REST request creates a queue named queue2.

Sample Request

POST /?QueueName=queue2 HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT

Sample Response

See CreateQueue for sample response information.

Related Actions

• DELETE on MessageQueue

• GET on QueueService
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PUT on MessageQueue

Description

The PUT on MessageQueue action does one of the following:

• Sends a message to the specified queue

• Sets the visibility timeout for the specified queue (see Visibility Timeout for more information about
this setting)

Sending a Message to the Queue

To send a message, you must append "/back" to the queue URL (see the example below). You specify
the content of the message in the body of the HTTP request, and the content can be any string that does
not exceed 256 KB.

Important

The following list shows the binary characters (in Unicode) allowed in your message,
according to http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#charsets. If you send any binary characters
not included in the list, your request will be rejected.

#x9 | #xA | #xD | [#x20-#xD7FF] | [#xE000-#xFFFD] | [#x10000-#x10FFFF]

Setting the Visibility Timeout for the Queue

To set the visibility timeout, you must include the VisibilityTimeout parameter, but don't append
"/back" to the queue URL. If you do, the request succeeds, but the visibility timeout isn't set.

Request Parameters

The following table lists the special request parameters the action uses (in addition to the common
request headers listed in Common REST Headers).

Name Description Required

The message text The message to send, which you provide as the HTTP body
(see the example below). Make sure to append "/back" to
the queue URL when sending a message.

Type: String

Constraints: Maximum size of 256 KB. See the important
note above for a list of allowed characters.

Condition: Required when sending a message

Conditional

VisibilityTimeout The duration (in seconds) that messages are hidden from
subsequent GET on MessageQueue requests. See Visibility
Timeout for more information. Do not append "/back" to
the URL when setting the visibility timeout.

Type: Integer from 0 to 86400 (maximum 24 hours)

Condition: Required when setting the visibility timeout

Conditional
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Response Elements

The following table lists the response elements the action returns (in addition to the common response
elements listed in The Structure of a Response).

Name Description

MessageId An element containing the message ID of the message sent to the queue.
You use this value when performing actions on that message. This element
is returned only if you're using the action to send a message to the queue.

Type: String

Ancestor: SendMessageResponse

Special Errors

The following table lists the special errors the action returns (in addition to the common errors listed in
Common Errors).

Error Description HTTP
Status Code

InvalidMessageContents The message contains characters outside
the allowed set.

400

Examples

Important

When specifying a queue when using the REST API, make sure to omit
http://queue.amazon.aws.com from the queue URL and provide only what's left
(/A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1 in the following examples).

Sending a Message to the Queue

The following example REST request sends a message containing "This is the text of my message." to
the queue. Note the presence of "/back" after the queue URL in the first line.

PUT /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1/back HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01

This is the text of my message.

See SendMessage for sample response information.

Setting the Visibility Timeout for the Queue

The following example REST request sets the visibility timeout for the queue to 60 seconds. Note the
absence of "/back" after the queue URL.
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PUT /A29E9WXPHGOG29/queue1?VisibilityTimeout=60 HTTP/1.1
Host: queue.amazonaws.com
Authorization: [AWS authentication string]
Date: Mon, 21 May 2007 21:12:00 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
AWS-Version: 2007-05-01

The following example shows the response.

<SetVisibilityTimeoutResponse>
<ResponseStatus>
<StatusCode>Success</StatusCode>
<RequestId>cb919c0a-9bce-4afe-9b48-9bdf2412bb67</RequestId>

</ResponseStatus>
</SetVisibilityTimeoutResponse>

Related Actions

• DELETE on Message

• GET on Message

• GET on MessageQueue
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Glossary

Access Key ID An identifier associated with your Secret Access Key. Used for
request authentication. See Your AWS Account.

grant The combination of a permission and a grantee. See Access Control
for Queues.

grantee The user receiving a permission. See Access Control for Queues.

Message endpoint For REST requests, the endpoint for actions on individual messages.
See REST Requests.

MessageQueue endpoint For REST requests, the endpoint for actions on a queue. See REST
Requests.

peek To peek in on a message is to receive the message without starting
the message's visibility timeout clock or affecting the message's
current visibility state. When you peek in on the message, the
message is still visible to receiving components in your system.

permission The ability to perform certain actions on a queue and its messages.
Permissions are granted to a user by the owner of the queue or by
another user who has the ability to grant permissions. See Access
Control for Queues.

queue URL The URL uniquely identifying a queue. See About the Queue URL.

QueueService endpoint For REST requests, the endpoint for actions on the service. See
REST Requests.

Secret Access Key A key assigned to you by Amazon Web Services (AWS) when you
sign up for an AWS account. Used for request authentication. See
Your AWS Account.

visibility timeout The length of time (in seconds) that a message that has been
received from a queue will be invisible to other receiving
components when they ask to receive messages. During the
visibility timeout, the component that received the message usually
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processes the message and then deletes it from the queue. Also see
Visibility Timeout.
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Document Conventions

This section lists the common typographical and symbol use conventions for AWS technical
publications.

Typographical Conventions
This section describes common typographical use conventions.

Convention Description/Example

Call-outs A call-out is a number in the body text to give you a visual reference. The
reference point is for further discussion elsewhere.

You can use this resource regularly.

Code in text Inline code samples (including XML) and commands are identified with a
special font.

You can use the command java -version.

Code blocks Blocks of sample code are set apart from the body and marked accordingly.

# ls -l /var/www/html/index.html
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root root 1872 Jun 21 09:33 /
var/www/html/index.html
# date
Wed Jun 21 09:33:42 EDT 2006

Emphasis Unusual or important words and phrases are marked with a special font.

You must sign up for an account before you can use the service.

Internal cross
references

References to a section in the same document are marked.

See Document Conventions.

Logical values,
constants, and regular
expressions, abstracta

A special font is used for expressions that are important to identify, but are
not code.

If the value is null, the returned response will be false.
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Convention Description/Example

Product and feature
names

Named AWS products and features are identified on first use.

Create an Amazon Machine Image (AMI).

Operations In-text references to operations.

Use the GetHITResponse operation.

Parameters In-text references to parameters.

The operation accepts the parameter AccountID.

Response elements In-text references to responses.

A container for one CollectionParent and one or more
CollectionItems.

Technical publication
references

References to other AWS publications. If the reference is hyperlinked, it is
also underscored.

For detailed conceptual information, see the Amazon Mechanical Turk
Developer Guide.

User entered values A special font marks text that the user types.

At the password prompt, type MyPassword.

User interface controls
and labels

Denotes named items on the UI for easy identification.

On the File menu, click Properties.

Variables When you see this style, you must change the value of the content when you
copy the text of a sample to a command line.

% ec2-register <your-s3-bucket>/image.manifest

See also the symbol convention below.
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Symbol Conventions
This section describes the common use of symbols.

Convention Symbol Description/Example

Mutually
exclusive
parameters

(Parentheses | and |
vertical | bars)

Within a code description, bar separators denote options from
which one must be chosen.

% data = hdfread (start | stride | edge)

Optional
parameters

XML variable
text

[square brackets] Within a code description, square brackets denote completely
optional commands or parameters.

% sed [-n, -quiet]

Use square brackets in XML examples to differentiate them
from tags.

<CustomerId>[ID]</CustomerId>

Variables <arrow brackets> Within a code sample, arrow brackets denote a variable that
must be replaced with a valid value.

% ec2-register <your-s3-bucket>/image.manifest
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